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ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT. 1997 
Northeast Research Station, Watertown, South Dakota 
J. D. Smolik 
Precipitation in April was near the long-term average (Table 1 ), but overnight 
temperatures in April were frequently below freezing. The last kilting frost (28°F) 
occurred on 3 May. Temperatures In May and June were moderate, but precipitation 
was well below average. The occasional light showers received in May and June 
were not sufficient to thoroughly wet the upper layers of soil, and emergence of 
shallow or late planted crops was erratic. Rainfall in July and August was well above 
average and temperatures were seasonal, which contributed to rapid row crop 
development. September was warm and generally dry which aided crop maturity. 
The first killing frost occurred on 2 October. Overall, growing season precipitation 
was nearly 2 inches below the long-term average in 1997. Growing season 
precipitation over the past 42 years is summarized in Figure 1. 
Spring wheat yields were generally higher than in 1996, oat yields were similar 
to the previous year, and barley yields were down. Corn yields were above those 
recorded in 1996 while soybean yields were similar to 1996. Yields of forage crops 
were generally good. 
Two well-attended tours were held in 1997. Summer tour topics included an 
update on herbicides, row crop fertility, small grain varieties, small grain breeding and 
disease management, and forages. The fall tour included discussions on corn borer, 
row crop herbicides, corn and soybean performances, soybean breeding, and forage 
crops. We thank the area Crop Improvement Associations for sponsoring the lunch 
following the summer tour. Thanks also to Orrin Korth and family for assistance with 
harvesting operations and to Nick Endres tor providing wagons for use at the tours. 
The 1998 summer tour will be held on 8 July beginning at 5pm and the fall tour 
will begin at 1 pm on 9 September. 
Nnta: Much of the information in this report ts based on ongoing studies, and the 
results should therefore be considered tentative. The use of trade names in this 
publication is not an endorsement of the product by either the Plant Science 
Department or the Agricultural Experiment Station. 
Special thanks to Marjorie VanderWaal for her assistance in prepartng this report. 
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Teble 1. Growina..Seeson Precieitelion• lincheel 1956-l997 
Yillilli' Aiiill MaY June July Aug. Mpl. OcL Totel Frott-Free 
Oa 
1956 1.80 2.88 6.68 4.02 e.2s 0.70 2..44 24.65 125 
1957 4.26 S.98 2.85 0.74 5.26 2.12. 3.12 24.33 119 
1958 1.41 1.49 2.85 2.H 0.57 0.81 0.18 9.79 118 
1959 0.58 3.47 1.91 1.H •U9 l.10 1.95 15.36 110 
1960 1.53 3.84 4.06 0.79 1.03 1.30 1.50 14.04 123 
1961 2.16 5.75 4.01 4.82 0.62 1.84 1.00 20.00 t38 
1962 1.39 S.48 3.98 10.38 1.89 1.39 1.11 25.80 143 
1963 1.41 3.54 3.22 5.74 2.61 4.33 0.88 21.43 158 
1964 2.39 1.07 3.82 2.01 4.22 0.93 0.04 14.28 92 
1965 2.89 6.08 3.H 2.34 2.83 4.33 1.23 23.16 104 
1988 1.49 0.77 1.88 2.19 4.59 1.53 1.52 13.97 138 
1967 0.92 0.89 4.58 1.06 1.13 1.06 0.35 9.78 128 
1968 3.04 2.15 3.18 2.39 1.53 2.58 2.00 HS.SS 132. 
1969 1.52 3.44 1.99 4.52 2.48 1.86 2.18 17.96 109 
1970 2.00 1.98 2.07 2.29 1.00 1.ee 2.01 13.01 148 
1971 1.33 1.78 7.81 1.02 2.93 1.46 5.56 21.89 HS8 
1972 1.90 7.73 2.92 t.35 2.57 0.11 1.37 22.95 172 
1973 1.14 2.87 1.12 2.0S 1.27 3.81 1.39 13.65 183 
1974 1.22 3.37 1.45 2.09 3.70 0.22 0.91 12.98 141 
1975 4.15 2.18 4.71 1.25 2.89 2.28 L64 19.15 139 
1976 1.10 1.2& 1.49 0.61 0.79 1.82 0.57 7.34 144 
1977 2.64 2.24 S.78 2.47 2.70 3.67 3.06 22.56 180 
1978 3.38 5.15 2.28 2.08 2.43 2.32 0.53 18.15 178 
1979 3.14 2.17 5.78 3.10 5.21 0.53 3.50 23.43 162 
1980 0.43 3.09 4.97 1.98 3.82 0.72 0.68 15.87 150 
1981 0.48 0.99 2.73 2.23 1.20 0.52 1.88 10.03 136 
1982 0.35 5.50 1.37 4.05 0.84 2.73 3.11 17.75 176 
1983 0.70 1.64 3.43 6.45 3.00 2.86 1.30 18.38 140 
1984 2.88 1.68 7.46 1.86 3.09 U4 4.89 22.76 147 
1985 1.93 3.90 2.07 6.21 3.95 3.77 1.59 22.12 167 
1988 5.55 4.64 3.92 4.14 3.11 4.19 0.13 25.38 169 
1987 0.55 2.03 1.20 4.18 6.84 2.44 0.45 16.47 162 
1988 0.59 2.78 0.69 0.86 4.03 2.98 0.22 12.13 144 
1989 2.95 1.15 1.74 2.41 4.68 1.68 0.56 14.95 147 
1990 1.04 2.26 S.13 3.73 2.68 2.18 1.78 18.68 136 
1991 4.01 4.41 10.45 2.99 4.37 1.45 0.63 28.01 146 
1992 0.91 1.45 7.95 3.08 0.76 3.17 0.02 17.33 154 
1993 1.69 2.53 8.68 ,.10 1.40 2.05 0.17 21.12 149 
1994 2.48 2.12 e.11 4.85 3.87 2.47 2.11 23.81 162 
1995 2.92 3.66 2.89 8.05 ,.oe 2.45 2.43 28.49 152 
1996 0.18 4.20 1.38 3.43 2.92 2.34 2.57 17.00 154 
1997 2.20 0.97 0.78 4.77 4.23 1.39 2.2.S 16.57 152 
AVG: 1.92 3.01 3.H 3.28 :,.t4i 1.99 1.58 18.38 145 
"1960-1962. 1973· \ 976, 1978 end 1979 data obtained from Watertown FAA •union. 
Figure 1. 
Growing Season Precipitation, 1956 -1997 
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1997 CANOLA VARIETY EVALUATIONS 
Kathleen A. Grady 
Evaluate performance of cenola varieties under South Dakota growing conditions. 
Methods 
Canola varieties were evaluated at two northeastern South Dakota locations in 
1997. Twenty-three Argentine (Brassies napus) and four Polish (S. raps) varieties 
were planted at Webster, SD on April 29 and at the Watertown Northeast Research 
Station on May 6, 1997. 
Experimental design was a randomized complete block with four replications. 
Plots consisted of seven rows fourteen feet long, rows spaced seven inches apart. 
Notes were taken on % stand, days from planting to 10% flower, end of flowering, 
and maturity. Plant height was measured at maturity and lodging was rated on a 
scale of one to nine, where 1 =no lodging and 9=all plants lodged, immediately prior 
to harvest. Shattering % was also estimated at harvest. 
Stands were good at Webster, but plants were shorter than in previous years. 
The fourth replication showed considerable green regrowth of the plants as they 
should have been maturing. The reason for this is unknown, but could possibly have 
been due to herbicide drift from the surrounding soybean field. The fourth replication 
was excluded from the data analysis at Webster. 
The Watertown trial received virtually no rain for more than 1 Yz months after 
planting. Only 1. 7 inches of precipitation fell at Watertown in May and June, 
compared to the normal 6.56 inches. Emergence was reduced and final plot stands 
were variable, ranging from 10% to 80%. A covariance analysis was used to adjust 
plot yields for stand. 
The growing season in northeast South Dakota began with a surplus of topsoil 
and subsoil moisture. May and June were drier than normal, particularly at 
Watertown. July and August were very wet at Webster and about normal at 
Watertown. There were cooler than normal temperatures from planting through the 
end of May. Temperatures were above normal in June but below normal in July and 
August at both locations. 
All plots were straight-combined with a Hege plot combine. Plots were 
harvested on several different dates due to maturity differences among varieties. 
After weighing, seed from all four replications of each variety was bulked, keeping 
locations separate. An oil sample from the bulked seed of each variety at each 
location was sent to Jim Hanzel at North Dakota State University for oll analysis. 
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Results and Discussion 
Seed yield, oil percent, days from planting to the beginning and end of 
flowering, maturity, plant height, lodging and shattering data for the twenty·seven 
canola varieties ere presented in Tables 2-4. The average yield across all varieties 
was 1716 lbs/A at Webster and 1575 lbs/A at the Watertown NE Research Station. 
Yields of the later-maturing Argentine varieties were generally better than those of the 
earlier-maturing Polish varieties at both locations. 
Plant heights were about six inches taller at Watertown than at Webster, and oils 
were slightly higher at Watertown (Tables 2 and 3). Lodging and shattering were 
similar at the two locations. 
Table 1. List of canola varieties tested in 1997 South Dakota Trials . 
Varietv Comoanv enterina 
01-9124 AgriProgress Inc., PO Box 2499, Morden, Manitoba, ROG 170 
Dakini AgriProgress Inc., PO Box 2499, Morden, Manitoba, ROG 170 
BNS 94043 Brett-Young Seeds Ltd.,PO Box 99, St. Norbert, MB, R3V 1 LS 
GOH 18 Brett-Young Seeds Ltd.,PO Box 99, St. Nori:>ert, MB. R3V 1 LS 
HN 9466 Hungnong Seed America, 3065 Pacheco Pass Hwy., Gilray, CA 95020 
HN 9611 Hungnong Seed America, 3085 Pacheco Pass Hwy., Gilray, CA 95020 
HN 9616 Hungnong Seed America, 3065 Pacheco Pass Hwy., Gilray, CA 95020 
HN 9620 Hungnong Seed America, 3065 Pacheco Pass Hwy., Gilrey, CA 95020 
Crusher lnterstate/Payco Seeds, Box 338, 1215 Prairie Parkway, West Fargo, ND 58078 
Hyola 308 lnterstate/Peyco Seeds, Box 338, 1215 Prairie Parkway, West Fargo, ND 58078 
Hyola 401 lnterstate/Payco Seeds, Box 338, 1215 Prairie Parkway, West Fargo, ND 58078 
,mpulse lnterstate/Peyco Seeds, Box 338, 1215 Prairie Parkway, West Fargo, ND 58078 
OAC Dynamite lnterstate/Payco Seeds, Box 338, 1215 Prairie Parkway, West Fargo, NO 58078 
Optimum 500 lnterstate/Payco Seeds, Box 338, 1215 Prairie Parkway, West Fargo, ND 58078 
Ebony Limagrain Canada, 411 Downey Rd Unit 4, Saskatoon, Sask. S7N 4L8 
LG 3260 Limagrain Canada, 411 Downey Rd Unit 4, Saskatoon, Sask. S7N 4L8 
LG 3310 Limagrain Canada, 411 Downey Rd Unit 4, Saskatoon, Sask. S7N 4L8 
X 710 Limagrain Canada, 411 Downey Rd Unit 4, Saskatoon, Sask. S7N 4L8 
X801 Lirnagrain Canada, 411 Downey Rd Unit 4, Saskatoon, Sask. S7N 4L8 
Trailblazer Northstar Seed Ltd., PO Box 2220, Neepawa, Manitoba ROJ 1 HO 
PSL 95-110 Parsons Seeds ltd., PO Box 280, Beeton, Ontario LOG IAO 
PSL 95-116 Parsons Seeds Ltd., PO Box 280, Beeton, Ontario LOG IAO 
Sponsor Svalof Weibull Seed ltd., 208 St. David Street, Lindsay, Ontario K9V 5Z4 
AC Boreal Check 
AC Parkland Check 
Reward Cheek 
Tobin Check 
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Table 2. Results of the 1997 Canola Variety Trial grown at Watertown, SO. 
Seed• Yield Daxs from �lantin; to Plant 
Varietv Yield Rank Oil Stand 10% F1wr End flwr Maturin, Height LodJile# Shatter 
(lbs/A) (%} (%) (in.} (1 ·9) (%) 
hssica napus (Argentine} varieties: 
01·9124 1468 19 41.1 49 46 67 104 37 5.3 1 
Oekini 1745 7 41.8 46 52 75 110 44 4.5 4 
BNS 94043 1699 10 41.3 so 48 71 101 40 2.8 1 
GOH 18 1896 2 41.1 58 49 74 104 44 3.0 3 
HN 9466 1857 3 40.7 51 49 74 104 41 1.8 1 
HN 9611 1617 15 41.2 56 48 75 106 40 2.8 11 
HN 9616 1407 20 40.7 53 46 72 100 41 3.0 2 
HN 9620 1593 17 39.0 44 46 73 100 42 4.3 1 
Crusher 1760 4 40.3 38 51 75 104 43 1.5 6 
Hyote 308 1166 24 39.7 55 42 65 90 28 2.0 0 
Hyola 401 1377 21 39.6 45 45 66 97 30 2.3 1 
Impulse 1760 s 39.7 59 50 74 105 40 3.5 , 
OAC Dynamite 1541 18 40.2 56 48 71 99 37 2.8 1 
Optimum 500 1674 14 41.7 49 48 72 104 39 3.3 0 
Ebony 1747 6 42.4 49 49 10 105 39 1.8 1 
LG 3260 1727 8 41.0 39 45 69 99 33 4.0 1 
LG 3310 1693 1 2  41.5 50 49 74 105 38 2.8 8 
X 710 1597 16 41.8 43 47 70 102 36 3.0 3 
X 801 1690 1 3  41.4 56 48 69 101 41 3.3 2 
T reilblazer 1707 9 42.5 41 47 70 101 38 2.8 0 
PSL 95·110 1374 22 41.2 40 47 69 98 35 3.5 1 
PSL 95·116 2090 1 44.3 34 49 74 105 39 2.5 1 
Sponsor 1698 11 39.7 29 51 74 106 45 2.0 1 
B. Rapa (Polish) varietitts: 
AC Boreal 1143 27 42.1 45 39 61 83 27 2.0 0 
AC Parkland 1148 26 41.0 58 40 62 81 30 2.0 0 
Reward 1189 23 42.0 45 40 62 83 28 2.0 0 
Tobin 1162 25 39.8 31 40 63 82 28 2.0 0 
Mean 1575 41.1 47 47 70 99 37 2.8 2 
LSD .OS 285 ns 1 2 3 5 1.4 4 
c.v. 12.7 29.0 1.6 2.0 2.3 9.4 35.4 150.6 
Planted May 6, 1997. 
• Seed yields were adjusted for % stand by covariance analysis. 
# Lodging rated on a scale of 1 to 9; 1 = no lodging, 9 • prostate on 
ground. 
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Table 3. Results of the 1997 Canola Variety Trial grown at Webster, SD. 
SNd Vfal_d D•i• from planting to Plam 
10% Maturit 
Varie!X Yield Rank Oil Flwr End Flwr y_ Heig_ht Lodge# Sn1ttm 
(lbs/A> (%) Cin.) (1·9t (%) 
Btassica napus (Argentine) varieties: 
01·9124 1624 18 41.4 51 103 32 4.3 2 
Oalani 1753 13 43.5 56 77 115 41 5.0 7 
BNS 94043 1898 8 41.3 52 71 102 32 2.7 1 
GOH 18 2037 3 39.9 53 76 105 35 3.3 6 
HN 9466 2150 2 40.8 51 76 103 38 2.3 8 
HN 9611 1782 12 38.3 53 77 103 36 2.7 8 
HN 9616 1543 21 37.7 49 72 101 29 3.0 3 
HN 9620 1806 10 39.S 48 72 99 28 2.7 5 
Crusher 2177 1 39.9 54 77 105 35 1.7 0 
Hyola 308 1599 19 41.1 48 94 26 2.3 0 
Hyola 401 1646 17 36.1 49 98 28 2.7 1 
Impulse 1930 7 39.1 53 75 102 32 3.7 1 
OAC Dynamite 1 7 1 1  14 40.4 52 71 102 27 3.3 2 
Optimum 500 1934 6 41.2 53 72 105 33 3.7 2 
Ebony 1120 27 38.3 53 71 106 29 2.0 12 
LG 3260 1801 11 39.6 49 101 26 2.0 3 
LG 3310 1661 15 40.8 51 72 103 29 2.3 6 
X 710 1560 20 40.6 52 70 103 31 2.3 15 
X 801 1846 9 40.1 52 71 104 31 2.3 6 
Trailblazer 1659 16 41.2 52 70 101 33 2.3 1 
PSL 95-110 1519 23 37.5 51 70 101 32 3.0 , 
PSL 95-116 1995 5 40.8 53 73 105 31 3.0 1 
Sponsor 2003 4 39.5 53 73 102 34 1.7 0 
8. r11p11 (Polish! varieties: 
AC Boreal 1312 26 44.3 43 85 27 2.7 0 
AC Parkland 1528 22 42.3 45 90 27 2.0 0 
Reward 1366 25 43.7 44 89 24 3.0 0 
Tobin 1378 24 40.9 45 84 23 2.0 0 
Mean 1716 40.4 51 73 100 31 2.7 3 
LSD .05 314 1 2 3 4 1.1 8 
c.v. 11.2 1.2 1.9 2.0 8.9 25.4 142.7 
Planted April 29, 1997. 
# Lodging rated on a scale of 1 to 9; 1 • no lodging, 9 ll:: prostrate on ground. 
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Table 4. Results of the 1 997 Canola Variety Trial averaged over Watertown and Webster, SD. 
Seed Yield Oavs from...,elanting to Pl•nt • Maturit 
Varietv Yield Rank Oil 10% Flwr End Flwr x Height Lodge# Shatter 
Obs/A} (%) (in.} n-s, (%} 
Brassica napus (ArgtmtineJ varieties: 
01 -9124 1535 18 41.3 48 103 35 4.9 2 
Dakini 1749 1 1  42.7 54 78 112 43 4.7 5 
BNS 94043 1784 8 41.3 50 71  102 37 2.7 1 
GOH18 1956 3 40.5 50 74 104 40 3.1 4 
HN 9466 1983 2 40.8 50 75 103 40 2.0 4 
HN 9611 1688 1 2  39.8 50 76 105 38 2.7 10 
HN 9616 1465 21 39.2 48 72 100 36 3.0 2 
HN 9620 1684 14  39.3 47 73 99 36 3.6 3 
Crusher 1939 4 40.1 52 76 104 39 1.6 4 
Hyola 308 1352 23 40.4 45 92 27 2.1 0 
Hyola 401 1 492 1 9  37.9 47 97 29 2.4 1 
Impulse 1833 5 39.4 51 74 104 36 3.6 1 
OAC Dynamite 1613 1 6  40.3 49 71  100 33 3.0 , 
Optimum 500 1786 7 41.5 50 72 104 37 3.4 1 
Ebony 1478 20 40.4 51 71 105 35 1.9 6 
LG 3260 1759 9 40.3 47 100 30 3.1 2 
LG 3310 1679 1 5  41.2 50 73 104 34 2.6 7 
X 710 1581 17 41.2 49 70 102 34 2.7 8 
X 801 1757 10 40.8 50 10 102 37 2.9 4 
Trailblazer 1687 13 41.9 49 70 101 35 2.6 0 
PSL 95-110  1436 22 39.4 49 69 99 33 3.3 1 
PSL 95-116 2049 1 42.8 51 73 105 35 2.7 1 
Sponsor 1828 6 39.6 52 74 104 40 1.9 1 
8. r•P• (Polish/ varieties: 
AC Boreat 1 2 1 5  27 43.2 41 84 27 2.3 0 
AC Parkland 1311  24 41.7 42 85 29 2.0 0 
Reward 1265 25 42.9 41 85 26 2.4 0 
T-Obln 1255 26 40.4 42 83 26 2.0 0 
Mean 1635 40.7 48 73 100 34 2.8 2 
LS0 .05 1 2 3 4 0.9 4 
c.v. 1.6 2.0 2.5 10.0 32.0 159.3 
# Lodging rated on a scale of 1 to 9; 1 e no lodging, 9 = prostrate on ground. 
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1997 FLAX VARIETY TRIALS 
Kathleen A. Grady and Lee Gilbertson 
A yield trial of released flax varieties and experimental lines from SD, NO and 
Canada was grown at the Watertown Northeast Research Station, Brookings, end 
Webster in 1997. The purpose of the trial was to provide performance data on 
released varieties to producers and compare performance of experimental lines to 
established checks in order to identify possible new varieties. 
In 1997, twenty-two experimental lines from the SDSU flax breeding program 
were tested against twenty·one named varieties (checks) and two advanced lines 
from ND or Canada. There was both en early· and late-seeded trial at Brookings, but 
the late-seeded trial was abandoned due to poor stands and grasshopper damage. 
The early Brookings trial was planted on May 1st, Webster on April 29th, and 
Watertown on May 6, 1997. 
Experiment design was a randomized complete block with three replications. 
Experiments were randomized for a nearest neighbors statistical analysis, which 
removes the effects of field trends. Plots consisted of seven rows 14 ft. tong, with 
rows spaced seven inches apart. Stands were fair to good at Brookings Early end 
Webster, but variable at Watertown, due to a tack of moisture after planting. Yields 
at Watertown were adjusted for stand by a covariance analysis. 
The growing season in east central and northeast South Dakota began with a 
surplus of topsoil and subsoil moisture. May and June were drier than normal at an 
three locations, but particularly at Watertown. Only 1 . 7 inches of rain fell at 
Watertown in May and June, compared to the normal 6.56 inches. July and August 
were very wet at Webster, about normal at Watertown, and drier than normal et 
Brookings. 
There were cooler than normal temperatures from planting through the end of 
May. Temperatures were above normal in June but below normal in July and August 
et all locations. 
Plots at all locations were harvested by cutting the middle three rows of each 
plot with a bundle cutter, then drying and threshing the bundles. Seed yield data on 
the 45 entries in the test are presented in Table 1 and agronomic data are in Table 
2. The average yield across all varieties at all locations was 28.6 bu/A (Table 1 ). 
The highest yielding check variety in 1997 was Neche (30.8 bu/A). The highest 
yielding experimental was SD943086, which yielded 30.6 bu/A. 
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Table 1 .  Seed yield of flax varieties grown in the 1 997 South Dakota Tristate Test. 
Origin Seed Yield (bu/ A) Yield Wtrtwn 
Entrv VJU:i(flV -Ya1t a,bi,ui �Cl�fl! �lbilt MHl:l BIDl5 :iSIDd 
(%) 
1 linott CAN·66 20.3 32.1• 31.9 28.1 27 78 
2 Oufferin CAN-75 18.3 32.s• 36.5. 29.1 1 7  75 
3 Flor ND-81 1 9.2 32.2• 33.8 28.4 24 84 
4 McGregor CAN·82 1 9.7 29.s• 33.9 27.7 35 95 
5 Rehab 50·85 17.9 32.1• 34.2• 28.1 28 83 
6 Linton ND-85 19.0 21.1• 32.3 26.3 43 87 
7 Neche ND-88 21.0 3s.e• 35,7• 30.8 1 99 
8 Prompt SD-89 19.5 32.1• 30.2 27.3 38 87 
9 Day SD-90 21.1• 3o.3• 32.9 28.3 26 79 
1 0  Omega N0·90 19.9 37.6• 31.1 29.5 1 3  89 
1 1  Somme CAN·90 19.5 34,1• 30.1 27.9 30 87 
1 2  Linora CAN-92 20.4 37,7• 31 .8 30.0 9 88 
1 3  Flanders CAN-90 20.8 31 .1  • 32.1 28.0 29 87 
1 4  Rahab 94 SD-94 19.4 30.1 •  34,2• 27.9 31 80 
15  Mc Duff CAN·93 20.0 33,5• 35,0• 29.5 1 4  94 
1 6  Verne 93 S0-93 20.8 35,2• 35,9• 30.6 3 87 
17 AC Emerson CAN-95 20.5 2e.e• 30.8 26.7 41 92 
1 8  Cathay ND-97 14.7 32.2• 34.2• 27.0 39 85 
1 9  Pembina ND-97 2s.s· 3 1 .2• 35,1• 30.7 2 80 
20 Cl 3353 SD-exp. 14.7 36.2· 36.2• 29.0 1 8  88 
21 AC Watson CAN-97 17.9 31 ,5• 33.2 27.5 36 82 
22 SOC Valour CAN-97 1 9.8 32.1• 32.5 28.3 25 86 
23 Cl 3401 SO-exp. 1 4.6 34,3• 31.7 26.8 40 85 
24 Cl 3402 SD-exp. 15.8 37,9• 36.3• 30.0 1 0  93 
25 Cl 3403 SD-exp. 13.7 36.2· 39,1 • 29.3 1 6  82 
26 Cl 3404 SD-exp. 20.3 36.3• 34.1 30.2 6 87 
27 Cl 3405 SO-exp. 20.6 31 .s• 34.s• 28.8 21 85 
28 Cl 3408 NO-exp. 20.5 35,9• 32.0 29.4 15  93 
29 Cl 341 1  CAN-exp. 22.0• 30.e• 30.8 27.9 32 73 
30 80943072 SD-exp. 23,4• 34.1• 3 1 .6 29.7 1 2  82 
31 80943076 SO-exp. 19.9 29,9• 32.7 27.5 37 88 
32 50943079 SO-exp. 16.5 35,2• 38.8. 30.2 8 78 
33 50943080 SD-exp. 17.4 35,1• 34,2• 28.9 20 72 
34 50943086 SD-exp. 20.1 35,7• 36.o• 30.6 4 88 
35 $0943105 SO-exp. 14.7 36.s• 32.0 27.8 33 94 
36 50943149 SD-exp. 15.4 34,2• 28.4 26.0 45 86 
37 50943152 SD-exp. 16.9 32.a• 30.5 26.7 42 95 
38 $0943155 SD-exp. 14.8 30.1• 33.0 26.0 44 87 
39 $0943161 SO-exp. 23.7• 30,3• 33.1 29.0 1 9  75 
40 50943163 SD-exp. 18.0 32.2• 35.6• 28.6 22 87 
41 $0943164 SD-exp. 16.6 3e.2• 30.4 27.7 34 80 
42 $0943165 SO-exp. 16.7 35,2• 33.8 28.6 23 88 
43 $0943181 SD-exp. 21.3 34,5• 34,9• 30.2 7 85 
.. 44 50943211  SO-exp. 18.6 34.4• 37.9• 30.3 5 86 
45 $0943212 SD-exp. 18.2 35,2• 35.8• 29.7 1 1  83 
Mean 18.9 33.3 33.5 28.6 85 
LSD .OS 4.3 ns 4.6 ns 
c.v. 13.9 1 1 .8 8.5 1 3.0 
# Watertown yields were adjusted for % stand using a covariance analysis. 
• Indicates a variety that is in the top-yielding group at that location, based on the LSD .05. 
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Table 2. Agronomic traits of flax varieties in the 1 997 South Dakota Tristate Test. 
Origin Oaysto Plant Height (cm) 
Entry Variety ·Year Flower Brkgs Wtrtwn Webstr Mean 
. (Bks) 
1 Linott CAN-66 55 52 55 48 51 
2 Dufferin CAN-75 57 51 54 49 5 1  
3 flor N0-81 57 48 53 48 50 
4 McGregor CAN-82 59 49 53 48 50 
5 Rahab SD-85 57 49 55 45 50 
6 Linton ND-85 56 48 49 46 48 
7 Neche ND-88 56 48 50 48 49 
8 Prompt S0-89 54 48 50 43 47 
9 Day S0-90 55 49 54 47 50 
10 Omega ND-90 59 50 56 49 51 
1 1  Somme CAN-90 56 51 55 46 51 
12 linora CAN-92 57 50 55 47 51 
13 Flanders CAN-90 58 47 51 44 47 
1 4  Rehab 94 SD-94 57 50 53 47 50 
1 5  McOuff CAN-93 59 51 54 48 51 
16 Verne 93 SD-93 56 50 55 46 50 
1 7  A C  Emerson CAN-95 56 49 50 47 49 
1 8  Cathay N0-97 58 53 54 47 51 
19 Pembina N0-97 58 51 54 47 51 
20 Cl 3353 SD-exp. 57 so 56 46 51 
21 AC Watson CAN-97 56 47 51 46 48 
22 SOC Valour CAN-97 55 50 48 44 48 
23 Cl 3401 SO-exp. 58 49 52 45 49 
24 Cl 3402 SD-exp. 59 51 55 47 51 
25 Cl 3403 SO-e,cp. 60 54 57 51 54 
26 Cl 3404 SD-exp. 59 49 51 48 50 
27 Cl 3405 SO-exp. 56 44 52 43 46 
28 Cl 3408 NO-exp. 58 46 53 46 48 
29 Cl 3411 CAN-exp. 57 47 50 42 46 
30 50943072 SD-exp. 60 50 54 48 51 
31 $0943076 SD-exp. 57 47 52 45 48 
32 SD943079 SD-e,cp. 60 51 57 51 53 
33 $0943080 SO-e,cp. 60 54 58 48 53 
34 50943086 SO-exp. 59 52 58 48 52 
35 50943105 SO-exp. 60 49 57 48 51 
36 $0943149 SD·exp. 61 47 57 47 50 
37 $0943152 SD·exp. 59 49 52 46 49 
38 SD943155 SD-exp. 59 50 56 44 50 
39 $0943161 SD-exp. 56 47 52 47 49 
40 50943163 SO-exp. 57 46 49 46 47 
41 50943164 SD-e,cp. 59 60 53 48 50 
42 $0943165 SD-exp. 59 49 50 47 49 
43 50943181 SD-exp. 58 54 55 47 52 
44 $094321 1 SO-exp. 59 52 55 49 52 
45 $094321 2  SO-exp. 59 52 53 50 52 
Mean 58 50 53 47 50 
LSD .05 1 ns 5 ns 
c.v. 1 . 1  6.3 5.4 6.1 
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ALFALFA AND CANADA TICKCLOVER IN MIXTURES WITH GRASSES 
Arvid Boe and Robin Bortnem 
'Remora' Canada tickclover (Desmodium canadense) was released by the South 
Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station in the spring of 1997 for use in mixtures with 
native grasses for forage, wildlife habitat, and conservation purposes. Remora, a 
native perennial legume, produces large reddish-purple flowers in late July and into 
August. Our objective was to evaluate Remore Canada tickclover in comparison to 
alfalfa in grass mixtures. 
Remora Canada tickclover and 'Legendairy' alfalfa were established alone and 
in mixtures with 'Kay' orchardgrass and 'Sunburst' switchgrass on 5 May, 1 996 in 
5-row plots with 6-inch spacings. Seeding rates for the solid stands were 30 and 1 2  
lbs/acre for Remora and Legendairy, respectively. The mixtures were planted at 6 
lbs/acre for the grasses and 7.5 and 3 lbs/acre for Remora and Legendairy, 
respectively. Experimental design was a randomized complete block with 4 
replications. Alt treatments were harvested on 29 July, 1 997 with a sickle-bar 
harvester. A second harvest (2 October, 1 997) was taken on the regrowth of all 
treatments except for the Remora/Sunburst mixture due to inadequate production. 
Subsamples were collected, dried, and separated to determine percent plant 
composition for each harvest. Forage quality analysis will be conducted this winter 
to determine in vitro digestible dry matter of the four mixtures and their components. 
Stand composition was similar for both harvest dates (Table 1 ). The mixtures 
containing alfalfa were approximately 5 times higher tor percent legume than those 
with tickclover. Kay (orchardgrass) consistently ranked higher than Sunburst 
(switchgrass) for contribution to stand composition. Switchgrass was not as 
competitive in the mixtures as orchardgrass which resulted in higher legume and 
weed percentages. This study will be continued for several years to determine If the 
relative contributions of grasses and legumes to the forage composition changes with 
age of stand. 
Tabfe 1 .  Average oercent olant composition of four legumelgrass mixtures. 
Harvest date 
July 29. 1997 October 2, 1 997 
Mixture Grass Legume Weed Grass Legume Weed 
% 
Orchard grass/ Alfa If a 86 1 3  1 76 23 1 
Orchardgrass/Tickclover 94 3 3 90 2 8 
Switch grass/ Alfalfa 29 54 17 18 59 23 
Switchgrass/Tickclover 59 12 29 NH1 NH NH 
1 Plots not harvested due to insufficient regrowth. 
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ANNUAL FORAGE YIELD TEST 
K.D. Kephart, A. Boe, R. Bortnem, and S. Selman 
Annual species are an important forage resource throughout South Dakota. 
Annual forages are particularly important in years with severe losses of alfalfa stands. 
Many annual forages are warm·season species that can be planted after it has been 
determined that the first harvest of alfalfa will be less than expected. Pearl millet has 
become a useful warm-season grass throughout South Dakota. It is very productive, 
it has good regrowth potential, and unlike sorghum species it does not produce 
cyanogenic glucosides (precursors to prussic acid). Like most warm-season grasses, 
pearl millet has relatively low crude protein concentration and low digestibility, 
however. Lablab bean (Lab/ab purpureus) is an annual legume that is commonly used 
for forage in subtropical regions, such as east Africa, Sudan, Brazil, the Philippines, 
and parts of Australia. The objective of this experiment was to determine the forage 
production of lab1ab bean. A study was planted 10 June 1997 comprised of four 
entries and four replicates arranged in a randomized complete block design. Entries 
included lablab bean, soybean ('Surge'), pearl millet (Mill-Hi), and a mixture of lablab 
bean and pearl millet. Two varieties of peanuts were also included in the study; 
however, their poor growth did not warrant harvest for forage yield. Plots were 
harvested for forage yield on 17 September 1997 and results are presented in the 
table below. 
Entry Forage Yield (Tons Ory Matter I Acre) 
Pearl millet 
Labfab - pearl millet mixture 
Soybean 
Lablab beim 
LSD (P = 0.05) 
17.4 a 
4.8 b 
1.2 c 
0.7 c 
2.8 
The greatest forage yield was obtained with the pearl millet monoculture. Whereas 
use of a lablab bean monoculture would not be recommended, it seems that lablab 
bean is well suited for mixture with pearl millet. We noted that the lablab bean vines 
climbed throughout the pearl millet canopy. Further research on pearl millet / legume 
mixtures is warranted in order to improve the forage quality of annual forages. 
Leaf Variegation In Red Clover 
Robin Bortnem and Arvid Boe 
Red clover ( Trifolium pratense) has leaves that ere uniform in color, slightly 
variegated, strongly variegated, or some level in between. Our objective was to 
determine if there is a relationship between variability in leaf variegation and forage 
production and quality. Approximately 600 red clover plants were established in a 
spaced-plant nursery in 1997. The plants were started in the greenhouse and leaf 
markings were recorded before transplanting to the field. Over the next few years, 
these spaced plants will be evaluated for forage production and quality. If the results 
show a correlation between leaf variegation and forage production, a selection 
process will begin with the anticipated end result being a new cultivar with increased 
forage production. 
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ALFALFA CULTIVAR YIELD TEST 
K.D. Kephart, R. Bortnem, S. Selman, A. Boe, and V. Owens 
One alfalfa cultivar yield experiment was conducted at the NE station during 
1 997. It was planted May 22, 1 996 and has 29 marketed entries. Check entries 
were included as a consistent baseline among the alfalfa variety trials in the state. 
The check entries are 'Vernal', 'Riley', 'Baker', and 'Saranac AR'. This test was 
conducted to determine yield performance of alfalfa cultivars and experimental lines 
for use in NE South Dakota. 
AU entries in this study survived the winter of 1996/97 with no evidence of 
serious stand deterioration. Every plot had a full stand of alfalfa. Total forage yield 
for 1997 ranged from 4.91 tons per acre for Columbia 2000 to 3.37 tons per acre for 
Travois. This study will be conducted for two more years. 
Cuttivar 
AVERAGE 
Maturity 
,LSQ (P·0,-051 
1-Cut Cut 1 Cut 2 Cut 3 
Total 10 June 23 Julv 1 3  Aug. 
0.97 
NS 
1 .74 
3.3 
0.34 
1 .20 
3.8 
0.1 7 
1.35 
3.5 
0.35 
3·Cut 
Total 
4.291 
0.63 
11, of  
1997 
Total 
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OAT RESEARCH 
Dale Reeves and Lon Hall 
Oat research at the Northeast Research Farm is used for variety release and oat 
foliar fungicide screening. The oat foliar fungicide research is a cooperative effort 
with Extension pathologist Marty Draper. Small grain yields were lower than usual, 
probably due to the limited spring rainfall. 
The most Important characteristics for varietal release are yield, yield stability, 
and test weight; however, there may be several factors that will contribute to the 
increase of these characteristics. Genetics, lodging resistance, Barley Yellow Dwarf 
resistance, crown rust, and stem rust resistance all contribute to increased yield and 
test weight. Some other characteristics that are considered when releasing a variety 
are hutr percent, high protein, high oil, low oil, plant height, maturity, hulled or 
huUess, and hull color. 
The quality of the oat may determine the consumer. Some millers want high 
protein; whereas, the livestock producer wants a high oil, high protein, and tall 
variety. The race horse industry wants e white hulled variety. 
A total of 945 plots were grown at the northeast research farm, they included 
eight breeding nurseries, and oat foliar fungicide trial. The Uniform Mid-season 
Nursery is made up of advanced medium and late maturing lines, usually 1 to 3 each 
from severaf states and Canada. These lines ere also grown in these states, the data 
collected provides information needed for varietal release. The best line in this test 
this year produced 99 bu/a with a test weight of 37.4 lbs/bu. 
Our advanced test of early maturing selections had 20 entries that averaged 
80 bu/a with a test weight of 39 lbs/bu. The best selection yielded 90 bu/a with a 
test weight of 40 lbs/bu. The best performing nursery was our advanced test of 
midseason and late maturity selections. The 20 entries averaged 92 bu/a with the 
highest yield of 1 05 bu/a coming from a cross with Troy. Our preliminary yield test 
performed very well as 68 entries averaged 80 bu/a with a test weight of 37 lbs/bu. 
The top yielder in this test produced 1 09 bu/a with a test weight of 38 lbs/bu. The 
CNOT test is a regional hulless oat trial, in this test the best hulless yielding line was 
76 bu/a and the best test weight was 46 lbs/bu. 
Plant breeding is a long process. It takes, on average, at least 1 0  years from 
the initial cross to varietal release. There are approximately 40,000 non-segregating 
lines evaluated for each variety released. 
The Mississippi Valley barley trial was planted at only this station. The 29 
entries had an average yield of 61 bu/A, and a TW of 46.4 lb/bu. Yields of check 
varieties were: Morex, 57; Robust, 55; Stander, 49; and Foster, 58 bu/A. 
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SPRING WHEAT SEEDING RATE STUDY 
Jackie Rudd, Brad Farber, and Jim Smolik 
• A seeding rate study was conducted at two locations in 1997. One was at the 
Northeast Research Station and the other was on the Agronomy Farm at Brookings. 
Four spring wheat varieties and six seeding rates were used. There were three 
replications at each location. Both locations were planted late because of excessive 
spring moisture. The NE Station was planted on May 14 and Brookings was planted 
on May 20. 
The results from the two locations were similar, so the data shown and 
discussed here are averages of the two locations. The recommended planting rate 
for spring wheat in South Dakota is 28 seeds per square foot (sd/ft2).  If planting after 
May 10, it is recommended to increase the planting rate by 25%. Twenty-eight sd/ft2 
is around 80 pounds per acre for average sized seed (15,000 seed per pound). The 
data from this study supports the current recommendation. All varieties yielded lower 
at 14 sd/ft2, and there were no statistically significant differences In yield with 
planting rates from 28 to 48 sd/tt2 (Table 1 ). The average yield across the 4 varieties 
was lower at 21 sd/ft2 compared to the two highest rates. 
In summary, the current recommended planting rate of 28 sd/ft2 was not 
significantly different from the highest planting rates. Although Oxen and 2375 had 
a tendency to yield more at the high seeding rates, the difference was not statistically 
significant. It is also important to repeat here that these trials were planted late. 
Previous data has shown that with earlier planting dates, there is no advantage to 
planting more than 28 sd/ft2• 
This trial will be repeated in 1998. 
Table 1. Grain Yield of Spring Wheat Varieties Planted at Various Seeding Rates. 
seeds per square foot 
1 4  21 28 35 42 48 Average LSD 
�ield fhwlhels per 1erel 
OXEN 42.6 47.4 47.5 46.7 48.9 50.6 47.3 
RUSS 41.5 47.9 51.4 52.0 51.6 49.8 49.0 
2375 31.7 39.2 40.9 39.9 42.6 42.7 39.5 
FORGE 38.1 43.0 43.9 45.4 44.3 44.5 43.2 
Average 38.5 44.4 45.9 46.0 46.8 47.9 44.7 1.8 
LSD 1.5 
LSD for Variety• Seeding rate•3.5 
CV%•6.9 
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SPRING WHEAT BREEDING 
Jackie Rudd and Brad Farber 
The spring wheat breeding Advanced Yield Trial is made up of experimental 
lines that have completed at least 2 years of extensive testing and have all of the 
characteristics needed to become a new variety. We include the most widely grown 
varieties (Sharp, Butte 86, and 2375) as checks. The trial was grown at 9 locations 
in the state. Reliable data was obtained from 7 1ocations. Table 1 presents data from 
the Northeast Research Station (Watertown), the Johnson farm in northern Day 
county (Day County), and data averaged across all 7 locations. Both Watertown and 
Day County trials were planted late (May 14  and May 16, respectively) due to 
excessive spring moisture. Yields were good, considering the late planting. Losses 
to scab was estimated between 5 and 10% in northeast South Dakota. Leaf rust was 
the major leaf disease present, but losses were minor since the varieties being grown 
have at least a moderate level of resistance. 
Three new spring wheat varieties have been released from the breeding 
program In recent years. Certified seed of 'Russ' was available for planting In 1 997. 
'Oxen' will be available in 1 998 and certified seed of 'Forge' ( 1 997 release) will be 
available in 1 999. All three have the potential to become prominent varieties in South 
Dakota. Two scab tolerant experimental lines are currently being increased for 
potential release in the future. SD3249 (a possible 1998 release, is early, is very high 
in test weight, and has good bread-making quality. SD3219 (target release in 1 999) 
is also early and has a better yield potential than SD3249. Both have better scab 
tolerance then varieties currently available. 
Table 1 .  Spring wheat breeding 1997 advanced yield trials. 
Yield (bu/a) Test Weight Heading Height 
Watertown Dav Countv State Average 96·97 lb/bu da�s cm 
SD8119 47.0 43.5 45.3 52.3 57.6 179 81 
SD3310 49.7 4 1 .2 44.7 52.7 57.0 178 80 
Oxen 45.5 37.8 44.3 52.9 57.1 179 74 
Russ 50.5 40.5 44.1 5 1 .3 57.8 1 80 80 
Forge 39.8 4 1 . 5  42.0 50.0 56.3 178 77 
SD3219 43.6 39.4 41 .9 52.0 54.2 1 80 79 
SD3249 4 1 .9 37.6 40.8 47.9 60.4 1 78 85 
Butte 86 43.2 39.5 40.6 47.7 56.4 1 79 81 
Sharp 47.4 35.9 39.3 46.6 56.3 180 79 
2375 39.9 37.2 38.3 46.4 58.0 1 81 73 
Chris 36.2 28.3 29.1 35.9 52.1 1 84 90 
Mean 43.7 39.0 41 .5  
CV(%) 5.8 4.7 4.9 
LSD(.05) 4.1 3.0 1.2 
• 
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1997 CROP PERFORMANCE TRIAL RESULTS - SMALL GRAINS, CORN AND SOYBEANS 
A.G. Hall 
• Small Grains 
During June of , 996 the small grain test area on the Northeast Research 
Station was fumigated with methyl bromide to rid the soil of karnal bunt, a very 
serious disease of small grains. During the summer of 1997 the test area appeared 
to be okay, but as the season progressed it was apparent that something was 
affecting the test trial area. Subsequent soil tests indicated high levels of residual 
bromide from the 1996 fumigation remained in the soils, and was affecting the trial. 
All the small grains appeared to be affected, especially the spring wheats. 
Consequently, the validity of the test trial became questionable since the bromide 
affected some varieties more than others. Therefore, the small grain trial results were 
invalidated since many variety yield differences were a function of bromide tolerance, 
and not a function of variety alone. 
Corn 
Early maturity trial results for , 997 and 1996·97 are shown in Table 1. In the 
early test of 95 days relative maturity or less there are seven hybrids in the top· 
yielding group for 1997. The top-yielding group and the minimum top·yield value for 
each one·, two-, and three·year average was determined by using the calculated least 
significant difference (LSD) value associated with each test. Each top.yield group 
was identified by taking the highest numerical yield and subtracting the LSD value 
from it. In the early maturity trial the test LSD value of 22 bushels per acre was 
subtracted from the highest yield of 179 bushels per acre for Wensman W4146 
resulting in a value of 157 bushels per acre. All hybrids yielding 158 bushels per acre 
or higher are in the top-yielding group because these hybrids yield within 22 bushels 
per acre, or one LSD value of the highest numerical yield of 179 bushels per acre. 
Entries had to yield 158 bushels per acre or higher to be in the top-yielding group for 
1997. In addition, the yield difference between any two hybrids had to be 22 bushel 
per acre or higher for there to be a significant yield difference between the two 
hybrids. Likewise, entries had to yield 124 bushels per acre or higher to be in the 
top-yielding group for 1996-97 in the early maturity test. In addition, for the two 
year period hybrids had to differ by 20 bushel per acre or higher to be significantly 
different in yielding ability. 
Late maturity trial results for 1997 and 1996-97 are shown in Table 2. In the 
late test of 96 days relative maturity or more there are 1 5 hybrids in the top-yielding 
group for 1997. Entries had to yield 146 bushels per acre or higher to be in the top­
yielding group for 1997. In addition, the yield difference between any two hybrids 
had to be 19 bushel per acre or higher for there to be a significant yield difference 
between the two hybrids. In contrast, there were no significant yield difference 
among the hybrids tested over the two-year period. 
These trials were fertilized for a yield goal of 200 bushels per acre. The 
seedbed at seeding was good and emergence after planting was also good with a 
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emergence stand thinned to a population of 24, 394 plants per acre. The harvest 
population, however, was quite variable depending on hybrid. On July 2 the plots 
were exposed to 60 MPH winds caused some greensnap in both trials. Within a 
given hybrid, the degree of greensnap appeared to be relatively constant across all 
three replications and almost always occurred below the ear. Consequently, the 
degree of greensnap this year did affect yield performance in both trials depending 
on hybrid. Corn producers are encouraged to discuss greensnap ratings with corn 
seed companies when making corn hybrid seed purchases. Although both trials were 
somewhat affected by greensnap, the coefficients of variation which ranged from 7 
to 9% indicates the variability associated within both trials was not a significant 
factor in evaluating test performance this year. 
TABLE 1. 1997 CORN HYBRID PERFORMANCE TRIAL RESULTS - WATERTOWN NE RESEARCH FARM, 
EARLY MATURITY - 95 DAYS OR t:ESS, PLOTS WERE THINNED TO A TARGET POPULATION 
OF 24,394 PLANTS/ACRE. 
YIELDS AT 1997 
15.5% MOtST. 
GRAIN BU. HARVEST STALKS 
1997 2 YR MOIST. WT. STAND LODGED 
BRANO & HYBR10 (Bu/A) (%) (lb) (No.IA)## (%) 
WENSMAN W 4146 179 20 56 22797 4 
WENSMAN MAX 78 174 20 56 24394 1 
WENSMAN MAX 007 170 20 57 24103 1 
WENSMAN MAX 127 165 21 55 23232 3 
. GARST N5806 164 17 53 23377 4 
DOMESTIC DX403 161 143 1 9  53 23232 4 
DEKALB OK449 159 18 55 23087 3 
ENTRIES ABOVE THIS LINE ARE IN THE TOP-YIELD• GROUP FOR 1997 
DAIRYLAND ST -1496 157 18 54 21835 6 
DAIRYLAND ST-1595 157 19 54 20328 2 
ENESTVEor·s E·605 157 20 54 21 635 0 
WENSMAN W 1120X 153 19 56 22651 3 
DAIRYLAND ST· 1495 152 138 18 52 21489 4 
WENSMAN MAX 357 151 19 57 20909 1 
MYCOGEN 2362 150 19 54 21054 6 
KAYSTAR KX-410 150 19 53 20473 3 
DEKALB DK417 148 17 56 23087 2 
TOP FARM TFSX 2101 147 134 17 52 23377 1 
KRUGER K9895 146 20 53 19312 3 
KRUGER K9898 146 129 18 54 19166 2 
GOLDEN HARVEST H·2315 144 17 53 23087 3 
DAIRYLAND ST-1297 144 131 18 54 21780 3 
DOMESTlC DX404 143 20 55 20183 3 
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TABLE 1 (CONTINUED>. NE RESEARCH FARM. EARLY MATURITY · 95 DAYS OR LESS. 
YIELDS AT 1997 
15.5% MOIST. 
GRAIN BU. HARVEST STALKS 
1997 2 YR MOIST. WT. STANO LODGED 
BRANO & HYBRID (Bu/A) (%} DhJ (No.IA)## (%) 
MYCOGEN 2382 141 19 55 20618 4 
PAYCO 457 140 19 53 17714 2 
KRUGER K9893 139 18 53 18440 9 
DAIRYLAND DST-9102 138 16 55 23813 2 
MYCOGEN 2250 138 121 17 57 22651 9 
ENESTVEOT'S E-800 138 16 53 20909 3 
SEED MART 2098 137 125 19 52 19747 6 
MYCOGEN 2395 137 133 18 56 22506 3 
GOlOEN HARVEST H-2265 137 16 55 22361 4 
DEKALB OK385B 136 16 56 21199 6 
WENSMAN MAX 747 134 21 56 15972 1 
WENSMAN W 4123 134 1 7  56 23087 4 
ASGROW RX355 132 16  56 21780 6 
DOMESTIC DX307 131 125 17 53 20909 7 
PIONEER 3893 130 126 17 56 21925 6 
GARST N4763 130 20 54 18295 3 
SEED MART 2088 129 126 16 53 18585 6 
TERRA TR 906 126 16 53 16989 5 
PAYCO 516 123 125 17 53 14230 3 
CARGILL 2427 122 18 57 24249 6 
TOP FARM TFSX 2196 121 18 53 16553 2 
MYCOGEN 2420 118 116 1 7  55 17569 2 
MYCOGEN 2292 112 15  53 21054 4 
DOMESTIC DX450 105 • 15 52 18295 7 
CARGILL 2777 104 1 7  58 18731 3 
AVERAGE: 141 129 18 54 20906 4 
LSO (5%,: 22 20 2 1 2682 4 
MIN. TOP YIELD VALUE*: 158 124 
COEF. OF VARIATION#: 10 7 
*TOP YIELD - YIELDS WITHIN ONE LSD VALUE OF HIGHEST NUMERICAL YIELD. 
#A MEASURE OF VARIABILITY; A VALUE OF 15% OR LESS IS DESIRABLE. 
## SOME HARVEST POPULATIONS A.RE LOWER THAN THE TARGET POPULATION DUE TO 60 MPH 
WINDS ON JULY 2 WHICH CAUSED SOME GREENSNAP. 
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TABLE 2. 1997 CORN HYBRID PERFORMANCE TRIAL RESULTS · WATERTOWN NE RESEARCH FARM, 
LA TE MATURITY • 96 DAYS OR MORE, PLOTS WERE THINNED TO A T AAGET POPULATION 
OF 24,394 PLANTS/ACRE. 
YIELDS AT 1 997 
1 5.5% MOIST. 
GRAIN BU. HARVEST STALKS 
1 997 2 YR MOIST. WT. STANO LODGED 
BRAND & HYBRID (Bu/A) (%) Ub) (No.IA)## (%) 
CARGILL 3677 164 141 1 7  54 23667 ·11 
KRUGER K9904 161  21 52 22796 3 
KRUGER K9802 1 59 143 20 53 23377 1 
CARGILL 3911 1 59 1 8  54 23813 �:. 
KRUGER K9705 1 59 25 52 22506 , 
SANDS SOI 9067 157 22 53 22651 ,1 
DEKALB OK493 157 138 1 5  54 21199 3 
DEKALB DK471 1 54 141  17  53 22651 3 
TERRA TR 966 1 54 1 7  53 22361 11 
GARST N4673 152 21 52 21054 I 
MYCOGEN 2545 150 20 54 23813 1 
DOMESTIC DX550 149 20 51 1 9457 1 
DEKALB OK477 149 133 1 6  53 21490 'l 
PAYCO 635 148 137 18 52 23813 1 
SANDS SOI 9027 147 136 20 53 22651 1 
ENTRIES ABOVE THIS LINE ARE IN THE TOP-YtB.D• GROUP FOR 1997 
TERRA TR 990 144 20 53 24103 0 
KRUGER K9703 1 44  129 20 52 22361 1 
EPLEY EX 1450 143 126 1 8  52 20909 2 
KRUGER K9804 141  19 52 22506 1 
TOP FARM TFSX 2100 141  125 19 53 22942 1 
KRUGER K9801 1 39 129 1 9  53 22506 2 
PIONEER 3730 138 123 1 9  55 20473 3 
WENSMAN MAX 88 137 22 55 21199 0 
GOLDEN HARVEST H·2359 135 17 55 23232 1 
KRUGER K9800 133 17 53 16989 6 
CARGILL 4127 130 124 17 54 20618 1 
PAYCO 607 129 123 16 53 19166 4 
TERRA E987 127 1 8  53 21 490 4 
TOP FARM TFSX 2201 123 1 7  52 1 8440 6 
GARST 8771 123 1 1 3  15 51 23377 3 
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TABLE 2 (CONTINUED). NE RESEARCH FARM, LATE MATURITY · 96 DAYS OR MORE. 
YIELDS AT 1 997 
15.5% MOIST. 
GRAIN BU. HARVEST STALKS 
1997 2 YR MOIST. WT. STAND LODGED 
BRAND & HYBRID (Bu/A) (%) (lb) (No.IA)## (%} 
MYCOGEN 2500 121 120 1 7  53 21054 1 
KAYSTAR KX-575 1 1 8  1 8  52 18731 2 
CARGILL 41 1 1  1 1 8  1 8  53 1 5 1 01 3 
SANDS SOI 9998 1 1 7  16  52 1 7860 1 
GOLDEN HARVEST H-2377 1 1 4  1 1 3  1 8  52 20183 1 
EPLEY EX1 160 1 1 1  1 8  52 1 5827 2 
PIONEER 37M81 1 00  1 7  53 13794 7 
MYCOGEN 2458 88 15 54 1 7424 4 
AVERAGE: 138 129 1 8  53 20989 2 
LSD (5%): 1 9  Ns•• 2 1 3664 3 
MIN. TOP YIELD VALUE•: 146 
COEF. OF VARIATION#: 9 8 
•TOP YIELD · YIELDS WITHIN ONE LSD VALUE OF HIGHEST NUMERICAL YIELD. 
• •DIFFERENCES WITHIN A COLUMN ARE NOT SIGNIFICANT (NS). 
#A MEASURE OF VARIABILITY; A VALUE OF 1 5 %  OR LESS IS DESIRABLE. 
II SOME HARVEST POPULATIONS ARE LOWER THAN THE TARGET POPULATION 
DUE TO 60 MPH WINDS ON JULY 2 WHICH CAUSED SOME GREENSNAP. 
Soybean 
Group · 0 trial results for 1997, 1996-97 and 1995-97 are shown in Table 
3. In this test only one entry, Kruger K1333, was in the in the top-yielding group for 
1997 (see corn discussion for explanation of top-yielding group). Entries yielding 54 
bushels per acre or higher were in the top-yielding group for 1997. Also, the yield 
difference between any two varieties had to be 5 bushel per acre or higher for there 
to be a significant yield difference between varieties. Likewise, entries had to yield 
47 and 46 bushels per acre or higher to be in the top-yielding group for 1996-97 and 
1995-97, respectively. In addition, for the two-year and three-year periods varieties 
had to differ by 8 and 6 bushels per acre or higher, respectively, to be significantly 
different in yielding ability. 
Group · r trial results for 1997, 1996-97 and 1995-97 are shown in Table 4. 
In this test the 25 entries In sequence from Prairie Brand/PB-146X down to Sands/SOI 
177 were in the in the top-yielding group for 1997. Entries had to yield 48 bushels 
per acre or higher to be in the top-yielding group for 1997. Also, the yield difference 
between any two varieties had to be 6 bushel per acre or higher for there to be a 
significant yield difference between varieties. Likewise, entries had to yield 45 and 
44 bushels per acre or higher to be in the top-yielding group for 1996·97 and 1995-
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97, respectively. In addition, for the two-year and three-year periods varieties had 
to differ by 6 and 5 bushels per acre or higher, respectfully, to be significantly 
different in yielding ability. 
TABLE 3. MATURITY GROUP-0 TRIAL RESULTS - WATERTOWN, SOUTH DAKOTA. NE RESEARCH 
FARM, SEEDED MAY 20, 1997. 
-- 1997 --
- YIELD - - 1996 - #II 
$$ REL 
BRANO I ENTRY '97 2YR 3YR PROT Oil HT. LOG. MAT. 
bu/a - % - in. 
KRUGERIK 1333 58 54 37.0 17.5 31 2 0.9 
ENTRIES ABOVE THlS LINE ARE IN THE TOP-YIELD GROUP FOR 1997 
KRUGERIK0999 52 50 50 37.9 16.0 31 2 0.8 
KRUGERIK 1212 + 52 29 1 0.7 
MUSTANGIM-0998 51  51 37.9 16.7 28 3 0.5 
PRAIRIE BRAND/PB-104 51 52 37.7 17.2 27 2. 0.7 
KRUGER/1<0909 51 50 49 37.9 17.1 29 2 0.7 
GOLDEN HARVEST/H·1082 51 50 48 38.8 17.4 27 2 0.5 
MUSTANG/M-0995 51 52 51 37.0 17.3 27 2 0.6 
PRAIRIE BRAND/PB-094 51 48 47 38.7 17.5 28 2. 0.5 
PRAIRIE BRAND/P8-098X 51 29 2. 0.8 
MUST ANG/M-0970 51 28 2. 0.6 
AGRIPRO/AP0929 50 30 3 0.7 
TERRA/TS084 50 27 2 o.s 
SANOS/SOI 170 50 48 37.8 16.9 27 3 0.6 
MUST ANGIM-0830 49 47 47 38.3 17.9 29 2 .. 0.5 
PAYC0/9508 49 48 48 39.0 17.3 28 2. 0.5 
PRAIRIE BRAND/PB-097 49 49 37.5 17.5 28 2.. 0.6 
GARST/0088 49 50 38.4 17.5 29 2. 0.8 
PRAIRIE BRAND/PB-127 49 47 39.1 16.7 37 2. 0.9 
MYCOGEN/5072 49 29 2 0.5 
PRAIRIE BRAND/PB-104A 48 28 2 0.6 
STINE/1073 48 31 2 0.6 
PAYC0/9610 48 50 50 37.7 17.3 27 2. 0.7 
GOLD COUNTRY /WINDSOR 48 48 38.6 17.5 27 2 0.6 
GOLD COUNTRY /RAYDOR 48 45 37.5 17.5 30 2 0.7 
DAIRYLANO/OSR-065 48 48 37.4 18.4 32 3 0.5 
MUSTANG/X-090 47 31 3 0.8 
PIONEER/9071 48 48 48 36.7 18.2 32 3 0.5 
GOLD COUNTRY/X7707 47 32 2. 0.5 
GOLD 47 33 2. 0.6 
WENSMAN/W3096 47 27 .2. 0.6 
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TABLE 3. MATUR!TY GROUP·O TRIAL RESULTS · WATERTOWN · (CONTINUED). 
1 997 --
- YIELD - - 1996 - #I 
$$ REL 
BRANO I ENTRY '97 2YR 3YR PROT OIL HT. LOG. MAT. 
bu/a - % - in. 
STINE/0653 46 50 50 38.5 17.9 28 2 0.5 
CROP LAN GENET ./L 1 083 46 29 2 0.6 
PRAIRIE 8RAND/PB-101X 46 25 2 0.6 
GOLD COUNTRY/TRACKER 46 45 45 37.9 17.7 26 1 0.5 
MUST ANG/X-133 46 35 2 0.9 
SEXAUER/SX0871 45 31 2 0.7 
PIONEER/9092 45 49 48 38.3 18.3 34 3 0.5 
PUBLIC/SURGE 45 47 46 40.6 17.0 31 2 0.6 
PUBLIC/HENDRICKS 45 46 46 37.8 17.5 30 3 0.8 
PAYC0/9609 45 48 38.7 17.3 32 2 0.7 
ARROWHEAD/8460 45 42 37.5 18.0 29 2 0.7 
TOP FARM/TF6096 44 43 36.8 18.5 30 2 0.6 
ARROWHEAD/8350 44 44 44 38.0 16.9 34 3 0.8 
WENSMAN/W3036 44 32 4 0.4 
PUBLIC/COUNCIL 43 38 38 37.8 17.3 31 3 0.5 
PUBLIC/SIMPSON 43 43 42 37.8 17.6 31 3 0.5 
PUBLIC/MN 0301 42 45 37.3 18.4 32 4 0.1 
TERRA/TS093 42 36 3 0.7 
PUBUC/PARKER,l·CK • 42 44 44 37.2 17.2 34 4 1 .5 
GOLDEN HARVEST/H·1 078 41 45 44 38.6 17.1  34 3 0.6 
GOLD COUNTRY/BYGLAND 41 31 3 0.4 
DAIRYLANO/OST0907 41 31 3 0.5 
PUBLIC/LAMBERT 40 44 43 39.1 17.7 31 3 0.8 
PULIC/DAWSON, 0-CK • 39 41 40 37.3 17.6 32 4 0.5 
DEKALB/CX096 39 41 40 39.5 17.1  34 4 0.6 
ARROWHEA0/8450 38 39 40 38.9 17.1  35 4 0.7 
SANOS/SOI 059 37 35 4 0.6 
GARST/0061 37 34 4 0.5 
OEKAL9/CX046 34 31 4 0.5 
PUBLIC/GLACIER 28 32 39.8 16.0 26 3 0.0 
PUBLIC/MC CALL,(».CK • 24 31 31 37.2 16.9 26 s -.0 
TEST AVERAGE: 45 46 45 38.1 17.4 31 3 
LSD(5%} VALUES: 5 8 6 
MIN. TOP-YIELD VALUE ($}: 54 47 48 
COEF. OF VARIATION {#t: 7 6 6 
• •  CK=MATURITY CHECK. $ MIN. TOP-YIELD VALUE · BASED ON ONE LSD. 
fl CV · A MEASURE OF VARIABIUTY, 15% OR LESS IS DESIRABLE. 
$$ 1 =EXCELLENT, S = POOR. 
/fl A SCALE DIFFERENCE OF 0.1 IS EOUAL TO 1.0 DAYS IN MATURITY. 
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TABLE 4. MA TURllY GROUP-I TRIAL RES UL TS • WATERTOWN, SOUTH OAK OT A. NE RESEARCH 
FARM, SEEDED MAY 20, 1 997. 
- 1997 -
- YIELD - ..... 1996 - ## 
$ $  REL. 
BRANO I ENTRY '97 2YR 3YR PHQT OIL HT. LOG. MAT. 
- bu/a - % - in. 
PRAIRIE 8RAND/PB-146X 53 30 2 1 .3 
KRUGER/1<2021 52 32 2 1 .7 
KRUGER/K.1444 52 49 39.2 15.2 31 1 1 .4 
KRUGER/K 1777 52 33 2 1.7 
KRUGERIK 1920 52 • 36 2 1 .7 
TERRA/TS194 52 32 2 1 .5 
STINE/1970 51 50 ii-! 38.0 16.3 32 2 1 .7 
DAIRYLAND/OSR-1 80/STS 51 32 2 1.7 
MUSTANG/M-1160 50 48 39.2 15.6 30 2 1.5 
STINE/2500 50 31 2 1.5 
STINE/1386 50 • 32 1 1 .4 
WENSMAN/W31 27 50 27 2 1.2 
MUST ANGIE-137 50 • 31 2 1.6 
KRUGERIK2021 + •49 • • 34 2 1 .8 
PRAIRlE BRANO/PB-167 49 29 2 1 .5 
KRUGER/1<1515 49 32 2 1.4 
STINE/1680 49 32 2 1.7 
MYCOGEN/5181 49 45 38.6 15.2 28 1 1 .5 
PRAIRIE BRAND/PB· 145X 49 31 2 1 .4 
WENSMAN/W31 07 49 29 1 1 .2 
PRAIRIE BRAND/PB-197 48 48 48 40.0 16.3 32 2 1 .7 
PAYC0/941 9  48 46 46 37.8 16.9 31 2 1.5 
MUSTANGIE-167 48 33 2 1.5 
GOLD COUNTRY/X5716 48 33 3 1 .4 
SANDS/SOI 177 48 46 38.7 16.0 29 1 1 .5 
ENTRIES ABOVE THIS LINE ARE IN THE TOP-YIELD GROUP FOR 1997 
ASGROW/A 1 553 47 28 2 1 .4 
OEKALB/CX205 47 35 2 1 .7 
PRAIRIE BRANO/P8· 173X 47 32 2 1 .8 
TERRA/TS174 47 29 1 1.6 
DEKAL8/CX 145 47 48 47 39.3 17.1 31 2 1 .3 
.. 
KRUGER/IC 1 3 1 3  + 47 • 33 2 1.4 
GOLDEN HARVEST IX 179 47 29 1 1 .6 
GOLD COUNTRY/X3614 46 32 1 1 .3 
GOLD COUNTRY /GOODWIN 46 46 38.4 17.1  33 3 1.4 
GARST/0174 46 33 2 1.4 
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TABLE 4. MATURllY GROUP-I TRtAL RESULTS - WATERTOWN - (CONTINUED}. 
- 1997 --
- YIELD - - 1996 - #II •• REL . • 
BRANO I ENTRY '97 2YR 3YR PROT OIL HT. • LOG. MAT. 
- bu/a - % - in. 
GOLDEN HARVEST IX 14 7 46 34 2 1.4 
KRUGER/K2020 46 47 37.2 17.2 33 1 1.6 
PRAIRIE BRANOJPB-143 46 46 38.9 15.5 29 1 1.4 
ASGROW/A 1900 46 31 2 1.6 
KRUGER/IC 1990 45 46 46 38.2 16.7 31 2 1.5 
KRUGER/IC 1929 45 46 38.6 17.1  35 2 1.6 
KRUGERIK 1909 45 45 45 38.7 18.0 31 3 1.7 
WENSMANN/3106 45 27 2 1.2 
MUSTANGIM·1133 45 43 44 39.7 16.9 31 2 1.4 
PRAIRIE 8RANDIP8-164X 45 34 2 1.5 
PIONEER/9151 45 46 48 38.4 17.7 28 1 1.3 
GOLD COUNTRY/KANDt 45 44 40.2 16.3 30 2 1.5 
PUBLIC/IA 1006 44 43 37.5 17.1 36 3 1 .6 
KRUGERIK 1550 44 • 35 3 1.3 
TERRA/E147 44 29 2 1.3 
PUBUCJMN 1301 44 41 40.7 16.3 34 2 1.3 
PIONEER/91801 44 31 2 1.2 
CROPLAN GENET./L1475 44 " 35 3 1.3 
PUBLIC/STRIDE 43 30 2 1.2 
MYCOGEN/5143 43 45 37.3 16.6 34 3 1.4 
DAIRYLANDIDSR-158 43 31 3 1.5 
PUBLICIPARKER,l·CK • 43 43 44 37.6 17.1 36 4 1.5 
PUBUC/STUROY,11-CK • 43 42 42 37.9 16.5 37 3 2.2 
SANDS/EXPS1518 43 37 3 1.6 
DEKALB/CX 173 42 42 35.9 17.4 33 2 1.6 
ARROWHEAD/8470 42 43 39.6 17.1 28 2 1.2 
AGRIPRO/AP1394 42 42 39.0 17.5 35 2 1.2 
DELAIBCX132 42 34 3 1.2 
MUSTANGJM-1144 42 43 44 36.9 16.7 33 3 1.3 
PRAIRIE 8RANOIPB· 148X 41 33 2 1.6 
GOLDEN HARVESTIX103 41 32 2 1.1 
PRAIRIE BRANDJPB-SP14X 41 31 2 1.4 
PUBLIC/GRANITE 40 40 41 38.1 16.1 34 2 1.6 
DAIRYLANO/DSR· 182/RR 40 28 1 1.6 
GOLD COUNTRYJBOYO 95 39 41 38.3 17.6 34 3 1 .1 
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TABLE 4. MATURITY GROUP·f TRIAL RESULTS · WATERTOWN · (CONTINUED). 
-- 1 997 -
- YIELD - - 1 996 - #II •• REL 
BRANO I ENTRY '97 2YR 3YR PROT OIL HT. LOG. MAT. 
- bu/a - % - in. 
MYCOGEN/1 1 1  39 41 44 37.3 18.1 33 2 1.2 
PAYC0/951 4  39 41 42 38.7 16.8 34 3 1.4 
PUBLICIFREEBORN,SCN 39 39 38.2 16.8 31 3 1.4 
MYCOGEN/51 00  38 40 38.2 17.5 34 2 1.2 
PUBLICJBELL,SCN 38 37 37 38.1 16.8 32 2 1 .7 
MUST ANG/X-130 37 31 2 1.4 
PUBLIC/HARDIN 37 40 40 38.6 16.8 33 4 1 .6 
PUBLtC/OAWSON,0-CK • 36 38 40 37.6 17.S 31 4 0.5 
PRAIRIE 8RANOIPB-SP1 SX 34 38 1 2.0 
PUBLICIFAtRBAULT, SCN 32 34 35.6 17.6 32 3 1.5 
TEST A VERA GE: 45 43 44 38.3 18.7 32 2_ 
LS0(5%) VALUES: 6 6 s 
MIN.TOP-YIELD VALUE ($): 48 45 44 
COEF. OF VARIATION (#•: 7 6 6 
• • CK• MATURITY CHECK. • MIN. TOP· YIELD VALUE • BASED ON ONE LSD. 
II CV · A MEASURE OF VARIABILfTY, 15% OR LESS IS 0£SIRABLE. 
$$ 1 •EXCELLENT, 5 • POOR. 
II# A SCALE DIFFERENCE OF 0.1 1S EQUAL TO 1.2 DAYS IN MATURJTY. 
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FERTILIZER AND SOIL TEST EFFECTS ON CORN YIELD. WATERTOWN. SD 
Jim Gerwing, Ron Gelderman, Allen Heuer, and Anthony Bly 
Introduction 
Soil testing research has shown that knowledge of soil test levels can improve 
the profitability of fertilizer use. Profits increase if more fertilizer is used when soil 
test levels are low and less or no fertilizer is used when test levels are high. It is still 
a common practice, however, to apply fertilizer without a current soil test. Frequently 
all the major nutrients (N P K) and sometimes zinc are used. This experiment was 
initiated to demonstrate the effects of applying P K  and Zn regardless of soil test. 
The intent is to continue the experiment on the same location at the NE experiment 
station for a number of years. The planned rotation is corn, soybean and wheat. The 
objective is to demonstrate soil testings• ability to predict crop response to fertilizer. 
Materials and Methods 
The site selected at this NE Experiment Station is a nearly level silty clay loam 
son (Brookings) which is common to North East South Dakota. The experiment was 
initiated and the first treatment applied in 1 996. Soil samples were taken from each 
treatment in November 1 996 (Table 1 ). 
The •check• fertilizer treatment in this experiment received all fertilizer nutrients 
(95 lb/a N, 40 lb/a P205, 50 lb/a K20, 5 lb/a Zn). Each subsequent treatment received 
three of the four nutrients allowing a comparison of the •tull" fertilizer program to a 
treatment lacking one individual nutrient (Table 2). Fertilizer sources used were urea 
(46-0-0), super phosphate (0·46-0), potassium chloride (0-0-60) and zinc sulfate 
(.35% Zn). Fertilizer was broadcast and incorporated prior to planting corn (Pioneer 
3893) on May 13. 
Plot size was 15 feet by 60 feet. Each treatment was replicated four times. 
Corn yields were measured by hand harvesting 60 feet of row per plot. 
Results and Discussion 
Soil test results from samples taken in November 1996 are given in Table 1 . 
Nitrate soil test was 44 lb/a 2 feet and was not influenced by the 50 lb N rate applied 
to the soybeans in 1 996. Phosphorus soil test level was low in the unfertilized plots 
and medium where P fertilizer had been applied in 1 996. The potassium soil test level 
was 169 and 1 80 ppm respectively for the untreated and fertilized respectively. 
These K test are just into the very high range ( > 160 ppm). The zinc soil test was 
medium and the 5 lb/a zinc application in 1 996 increased the test to 1 .41 ppm which 
is in the very high range. 
Corn yield was good in 1 997, averaging about 1 25 bushels per acre (Table 2). 
There was no response to added nitrogen (95 lb/a) or zinc (5 lb/a). A response to 
nitrogen was expected since the nitrate test was only 44 lb/a and the soybean credit 
would only have added an additional 32 pounds. Apparently enough N mineralized 
from organic material to supply the needs of the crop. A response to zinc was 
possible with the medium soil test but experience indicates it does not occur every 
year. 
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The addition of 50 tbs potassium resulted in a significant increase in corn yield 
even though the soil test was in the very high range. However, the soil test was on 
the low end of the very high range, and observations and experiments the last few 
years have indicated yield increases in some corn hybrids under certain tillage and 
environmental conditions which are not clearly understood. Observations on 
numerous production fields in East Central South Dakota showed numerous corn 
fields showing potassium deficiency indicating 1997 had the right "environmental" 
conditions to result in potassium deficient corn. Further potassium experiments will 
be conducted on corn by SDSU in 1998. 
Phosphorus fertilizer did not significantly increase corn yield (Table 2). 
However, other statistical analysis (not shown) did indicate a trend for an increase in 
yield with phosphorus application. A response to phosphorus was likely since the soil 
test was low to medium. However, past experiments indicate the probability of 
response to P at this soil test level is clearly less than 100% and a response will not 
occur every year. 
This site will be rotated to soybeans in 1998. Similar fertilizer treatments (N 
rate will change) wlU be applied to the same plots in 1998. Yield and soil tests from 
last year for this study can be found in the 1996 NE Farm Progress Report or in the 
1 996 SDSU Plant Science Department Soll/Water Science Research Annual Report, 
TB No. 99. 
Table 1. Soil Tests for Fertilizer Demonstration at Watertown Experiment 
Station, 1997 
Soil Test1 Fertilized Unfertilized 
Nitrate N, lb/a 2 feet 44 44 
Phosphorus, ppm Olson 10 7 
Potassium, ppm 1 80 169 
Zinc, ppm 1.41 0.64 
pH 6.9 
Organic Matter, o/o 3.4 
Salt, mmhos/cm 0.30 
Texture medium 
1 Sampled 11  /12/96 
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Table 2. Fertilizer Treatments and Corn Grain Yield, Fertilizer Demonstration, 
Watertown Experiment Station, 1 997 
• Fertilizer1 
N P206 K20 Zn Corn Yield 
lb/a bu/a 
95 40 50 5 127 
0 40 50 5 1 26 
95 0 50 5 1 23 
95 40 0 5 118 
95 40 50 0 129 
CV % 4.0 
Pr > F .06 
LSD .05 7.6 
1 P, K and Zn applied in 1996 and 1997, N rate in 1996 was 50 lb/a 
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STARTER STUDIES FOR NO·TILL CORN 
Ron Gelderman, Jim Gerwing, Anthony Bly and Allen Heuer 
Introduction 
For many reasons farmers are utilizing no-till as a common production practice. 
Soil temperatures are usually cooler under no-till end growth response to planter 
applied phosphate should increase over tilled conditions. Data from Minnesota has 
shown response to banded potash from no-till or ridge tm corn even under "high" K 
soil tests. However, the soil test K value at which yield responses no longer occur 
to starter K ts not known. Studies investigating P and K starters on no·till corn are 
limited in South Dakota. The objective of these studies is to determine yield 
responses and their relationship to soil tests for P and K starter fertilizers under no-till. 
Materials and Methods 
This is the second year for this site at the Northeast Research Station and the 
first under no-till planting conditions. The site is e nearly level silty clay loam soil 
(Brookings) which is common to NE South Dakota. Soil test results from samples 
taken in May, 1 997 are listed in Table 1 for this site (Cod2) and stx other identical 
sites from eastern SD. Other soil tests (not reported) were considered adequate 
except zinc which was medium. Adequate nitrogen was applied for 140 bu/a yield 
goal. The previous crop ( 1996) was corn. 
Starter treatments are listed in Table 1 .  The material was applied in a separate 
band 2 inches to the side and 2 inches below the seed except for sulfur. The 
materials used were 10-34-0 (liquid) and 0-0-60 (dry). The sulfur treatment was 
broadcast applied as ammonium sulfate (21 -0-0·24) soon after planting. AU 
treatments had nitrogen rates balanced with broadcast applications of ammonium 
nitrate. The Cod2 site was the only site where the 1 997 treatments were reapplied 
on the same location as for 1996. The Cod2 plot size was 1 5  feet by 60 feet. Plots 
were replicated 4 times. The Cod2 plots were planted on May 1 3, 1 997. Hybrid is 
given in Table 1 and planted at 30, 1 00  seeds/a. Recommended herbicides were 
applied as needed. Yields were determined by hand harvesting 2 sections of row 
each 30 feet long. 
Results and Discussion 
Relatively poor yields were produced at this site (Cod2) due to probable 
allopathy, poor weed control and corn bore infestation. There was no grain yield 
response to added P or K alone but together produced a 1 7  bu/a increase over the 
check. Variability at this site was a problem as the PKS treated plants produced only 
6 bu/a of grain above the check. 
The other sites showed the following: McCook1 - a trend for higher yields 
existed if K was in the starter; McCook2 - there was a trend for higher yields at this 
site if both P and K were applied, but not if either elements were applied alone; Lake -
a trend for yield increase to starter P and P & K together; Cod 1 - a trend for P and/or 
K response was seen; Brown - a significant response to sulfur occurred at this site. 
• 
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This site is a fine sand and had virtually no son test sulfur at planting. Visual sulfur 
deficiency symptoms and less growth existed on non-sulfur plots earlier in the season 
at this site. 
Grain moisture was significantly affected by treatment at 5 of 6 sites. In each 
case but one, grain was drier where P was in the starter. 
Soybean will be no-till planted at the NE station site for 1998. The same 
treatments will be reapplied to corn in 1997. 
Table 1 .  Influence of starter fertilizer on corn yields in Eastern SO, 1997. 
Starter Treatment 1 ----------------------------····SITE: 
N, P 206 or K20 McCook1 McCook2 Lake Cod1 Cod2 Brown 
lbs/acre - Yields bu/a 1 5% moisture 
0-0-0 (CK) 1 5 1  142 1 1 6  1 40 94 1 33 
1 2·40-0 (P) 1 5 1  143 1 28 148 98 141 
0-0-40 (K) 157 143 121  147 92 140 
1 2-40-40 (PK) 161 1 50 1 38 1 47 1 1 1  1 37 
1 2-40-40-40 (PKS) 1 55 1 50 1 30 1 54 100 144 
L.S.D.,06 bu/a. 8.0 8.8 1 6.5  10.1 10.5  7.5 
c.v. % 3.3 3.9 8.5 4.5 6.9 3.5 
Hybrid Pio 3751 Pio 3751 Pio 3751 Pio 3893 Pio 3893 Pio 3893 
son Tes1s2 
Olsen P ppm 1 7(VH) 20(VH) 3(VL) 20(VH) 9(M) 1 3(H) 
K ppm 259(VH) 265(VH) 199(VH) 220(VH) 1 62(VH) 332(VH) 
S04·S lb/a · 2' 1 26(VH) 248(VH) 14(L) 10(L) 42(VH) O(VL) 
1 P and K treatments applied 2x2 at planting, sulfur broadcast. 
2 Soils sampled at planting (first part of May) 
• 
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15" VS. 30" ROW SPACING EFFECT ON CORN HYBRID YIELD 
Zeno Wicks m and Craig Converse 
Introduction 
There has been an increasing interest in narrow row spacing (less than 30 
inches) over the last few years. The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate 15 inch 
rows compared to conventional 30 inch rows in South Dakota. Very little research 
has been done in South Dakota to determine the effectiveness of planting corn in 
narrower rows. Research done in the surrounding states has shown that the larger, 
more consistent yield responses have seemed to occur In the northern Cornbelt where 
sunlight, temperature, and rainfall are more limiting. The 1 996 results at Northeast 
Research Farm showed no difference in yield between the two row spacings. 
Changes that were made for this year included increasing the number of hybrids to 
include more maturities at a higher population. 
Methods 
Eight Pioneer hybrids, two Dekalb hybrids and two early maturing hybrids from 
Cornell University which contain genes for leafineS$ and dwarfism were chosen to 
represent different genetic backgrounds and maturity. The study was set up in a 
split-plot randomized design, replicated three times. Six 15 and 30 inch rows were 
planted in plots 21.5• long and were thinned to a population of 27,878 plants/acre. 
A six-row John Deere flex planter was used to plant the 15 inch rows due to the 
abifity of the planter units to be narrowed to 15 inches. The 30 inch rows were 
planted with a two-row John Deere Max Emerge planter. The plot was planted May 
1 7, thinned to the correct population on June 27 and harvested on October 20, 
1 997. 
The center four rows were harvested in the 1 5 inch plots and the center two 
rows were harvested in the 30 inch plots to represent the same amount of acres and 
the same number of harvested plants. The 30 inch plots were mechanically harvested 
with a Gleaner K combine that is equipped with en electronic weigh bucket and 
moisture tester. The 1 5 inch rows were hand harvested and ears were shelled and 
weighed using the Gleaner combine. 
Results and Discussion 
Table 1 shows the harvest results of this experiment, which includes the 
%moisture at harvest time, the %broken stalks (stalks broken below the ear) and 
yield in bushels per acre adjusted to 15.5% moisture and a population of 27,878 
plants per acre. Maturity is present as overan relative maturity provided by the seed 
companies. The numbers were calculated as the average of the three replications. 
Table 2 compares the average harvested %moisture, %broken stalks and the yield 
between the 1 5 inch and 30 inch row spacings. The 30 inch row spacings yielded 
12.6 bushels better overall than the 15 inch row spacings, and 15 inch rows resulted 
in a 3.9% increase in stalk breakage and a .41 % reduction in grain moisture. All 
three measurements were significantly different between row spacings at the 95 % 
probability level. 
' 
• 
.. 
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The 1 2  hybrids were separated into three maturity groups, an early (70-85 
day), mid (86-95 day) and a late (96·105 day) maturity. The effects of early hybrids 
compared to late hybrids on the yield between row spacings can be seen on Figure 
1 . Yield in the 30 inch rows 
continues to increase as the 
maturity increases while the yield in 
the 1 5 inch row spacing levels off 
at the mid maturity level. 
Table 3 shows the difference 
in yield between row spacings at 
each of the three maturity levels. 
As in yield, figure 2 shows a 
similar response in the %stalk 
lodging when divided into 
maturities. As maturity increases, 
the %stalk lodging also increases 
as well as the difference between 
row spacings. Table 3 shows the 
difference in %broken stalks 
between the maturity levels. 
Results show that the difference in 
yield between 1 5 inch and 30 inch 
rows increases as the relative 
maturity increases. Yield in the 15 
inch rows increases much less 
between maturity group two and 
three than does yield in the 30 inch 
rows. The %stalk lodging is 
showing some similar responses as 
yield which suggest that the 
increase in lodging in the 15 inch 
rows is causing the reduction in 
yield. It is unclear what is causing 
the increase in stalk lodging and 
breakage. Further testing of 
specific hybrids needs to be 
conducted to determine which 
genetic source performs best in 
narrow rows. Pioneer 3970 and 
Average Yield 
by Maturity 
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20 
0 
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Figure 1 
Average 0/oStalk Lodging 
by Maturity 
30• - - 1s• 
Dekalb 417 both showed an --- ----------------__,.,;_ 
Figure 2 increase in yield by planting in 
narrow rows. In conclusion, it is 
evident that the increase in lodging imposed by planting in 1 5  inch rows increased 
harvest losses at this location. 
Table 1 .  1997 Harvest Information. 
MDmb B2Yt 
�uocil'tll 
W117!!! 75 15 
W117!fx 75 30 
CM1741!l 70 15 
CM174tfy 70 30 
P3941 82 15  
P3N1 82 30 
P3970 77 1 5  
P3970 17 30 
DK345 84 15 
DK345 84 30 
DK417 91 15 
DK417 91 30 
P3861 93 1 5  
P3861 93 30 
P3893 80 15  
F3893 90 30 
PJ914 86 1 5  
P3114 SS 30 
P3583 103 1 5  
P3B3 103 30 
Pl130 99 1 5  
P3730 99 30 
P3751 97 15  
P3751 97 3Q 
c.v. 
LSD(0.5) 
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-&i Moisture %£lmMo 
Jilld.LlallAt 
IIIDm 
18.3 5.0 74.0 
19.3 2.7 75.3 
16.0 1 .2 68.1 
15.9 3.0 86.3 
17.2 14.6 92.6 
17.7 1 1 .5 1 12.0 
16.5 32.7 90.3 
16.3 26.6 88.4 
15.8 8.5 78.4 
16.9 3.5 91.7 
18.1 18.3 102.2 
18.5 1 1 .0 98.0 
18.3 18.1 93.0 
18.4 13.9 106.2 
18.3 19.3 98.7 
18.1 17.0 108.4 
17.1 14.7 88.9 
18.4 1 1 .2 106.6 
26.5 14.7 104.8 
26.7 7 1  1 16.8 
18.8 19.6 87.3 
18.9 14.2 108.6 
19.9 19.9 88.3 
20.4 18.2 1 1 9.8 
4.42 33.01 11.01 
.4 2.2 5.1 
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Table 2. Average Values for 1 5" vs. 30" row spacing 
.. % M2i1turt � Broktn St:arts Yi§ld 
Mean 11'! 18.39 15.56 88.88 
Mean 30" 1 8.80 1 1 .65 101.51 
c.v. 4.42 33.01 11.01 
LSD(.05) 0.4 2.2 5.1 
Table 3. Differences in Spacing by Maturity. 
% Bmkln Stall�I Yllld 
Early 15" 12.4 80.7 
Early 30" 9 4  90.7 
c.v. 26.7 13.7 
LSD (.05) 2.5 9.9 
Mid 15" 17.6 95.7 
Mid 30" 13.3 104.8 
c.v. 34.1 9.3 
LSD (.05) ns ns 
Late 151' 18.1 93.5 
Late 30" 13.2 1 1 5. 1  
c.v. 23.4 13.4 
LSD (.05) 4.8 18.3 
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WEED CONTROL - W.E.E.D. PROJECT 
L. J. Wrage, D. L. Deneke, D. A. Vos, S. A. Wagner, and R. J.  Stahl 
Field demonstration plots provide side-by-side comparison and comparative 
performance data. Rates used are those best suited for the weed and soil type. Plots 
are evaluated for weed control and crop tolerance. Yields are harvested from 
replicated tests. 
Evaluation and extension demonstration plots provide weed control data for 
northeastern South Dakota. The W.E.E.D. program includes comparisons of labeled 
treatments for an major crops and experimental herbicides available for Initial 
evaluation. Data collected are summarized over several years to provide a more 
accurate measurement of expected performance. Plots are used for tours and are the 
basis for educational material. 
1997 TESTS 
Extremely limited precipitation after planting was an overriding factor affecting 
performance. Soil moisture was adequate for large·seeded crops to emerge; however 
weed emergence was delayed and weed flush extended into mid-season. Mid- and 
late-season rainfall was adequate; crop development was very good. 
Plots were evaluated for weed control; late-season ratings reflect late flushes. 
Corn herbicide demonstration was discontinued because extreme weed pressure was 
present and required overspray to prevent unacceptable seed buildup. 
1997 Evaluatioo/Demaostcatjon Tests 
1 . Soybean Herbicide Demonstration 
2. Herbicide Tolerant Soybeans 
3. Pursuit Adjuvants Demonstration 
4. Corn Tolerance 
5. Weed Control in Cenola - Regional Screening Trial 
6. Weed Control in Edible Beans 
7. Sunflower Herbicide Demonstration 
8. No-Till Burndown 
Additional evaluation plots included initial tests with experimental herbicides, 
additives and tests for other crops. Data collected for additional tests are reported 
in the W.E.E.O. Project data summary. 
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E2<perjmentat Tests and Other weed Control Evaluations 
1 .  Pursuit Adjuvant Trial 
2. Weed Control with Stellar 
3. Weed Control in Soybeans 
4. 2X Rate Soybean Herbicides 
5. Weed Control with Resource 
6. Effect of Timing with Lightning 
7. Postemerge Weed Control in Corn 
8. Broadleaf Weed Control in Corn 
9. Alfalfa Herbicide Demonstration 
1 0. Flax Herbicide Demonstration 
1 1  . Proso Millet Herbicide Demonstration 
12. Sunflower Weed Control - Regional Screening Trial 
13. Sunflower Herbicide Injury 
The cooperation and assistance from station personnel is acknowledged. 
Extension agents identify needs, assist with tours, and utilize the data in producer 
programs. 
Data reported In this pub/ication are results from field tests that Include labeled 
product uses, experimental products or experimental rates, comblnadons or other 
unlabeled users for herbicide products. Refer to the appropriate weed control fact 
sheet available from county extension offices for herbicide recommendation$. 
Table 1 .  SOYBEAN HERBICIDE DEMONSTRATION 
Demonstration 
Variety: Simpson 
Planting Date: 5/27/97 
PPI, PRE: 5/27/97 
EPOST: 6/18/97 
POST: 6/25/97 
Precipitation: 1st week 
2nd week 
Grft = Green foxtail 
Bdlf = Redroot pigweed 
Soil: Silty clay loam; 3.2% OM; 6.3 pH 
0.20 inches 
0.04 inches 
COMMENTS: Purpose to demonstrate soybean herbicide performance. Very limited 
precipitation first weeks after planting. Preemergence treatments 
were less effective than preplant or postemergence treatments. 
Broadleef control was excellent tor several treatments. Performance 
in 1995 reflects control for more favorable early precipltation. All 
Pursuit treatments were with 2L formulation. 
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Table 1. Soybean Herbicide Demonstration (Continued, • • •  
Iceurooot Rate/A 
Check 
eBEP.IANTl�CQBPORATEQ 
Prowl + Pursuit 2.1 pt + 4 oz 
Pursuit 4 oz 
Treflan 1 .5 pt 
Sonalan 2.67 pt 
Prowl 3 pt 
T refCan + Sen/lex 1 .5  pt+ .5 lb 
Treflan + Command 4L 1.5 pt+ 1 .5 pt 
Command 4L + Sen/Lex 1.5 pt + .33 lb 
T reflan + Pursuit 1.5 pt + 4  oz 
Broadstrike/T reflan 2 pt 
Prowl + Pursuit 3 pt+2 oz 
Steel 3 pt 
T reflan + FirstRate 1 .5 pt+ .75 oz 
SHALLQW l!BE!!LANI INCQBl!QBAllD 
Broad strike/Dual 2.25 pt 
Lasso + Treflan 2 qt+.5 pt 
SHALLQW l!B�eLAtilI INCQBl?OBA I ED §& l!S}STEM£8GEMCE 
Command 4L&Pursuit + 
Sun-It II + 28% N 
eBEEMEBGEtilCE I f!QSTEMEBGENCE 
Command 3ME&Pursuit + 
Sun-It U +28% N 
Command 3ME&Galaxy + 
X-77 +28% N 
1 .5 pt&2 oz+ 
1 qt + 1 qt 
2 pt&4 oz+ 
1.5 pt+ 1 qt 
2 pt&2 pt+ 
.5% + 2.5% 
fflf::PlAril lfllCQBeQBAJil2 I lm�M�BBmCE 
Treflan + Sen/Lex&Sen/Lex 1 .5 pt+ .33 lb&.5 lb 
T reflan&Sen/Lex 1 .5 pt&.67 lb 
f!BEPLAril lri!CQRPOBAIED I l?OSIEMa!GE6CE 
Prowl&Pursuit + Sun-It II+ 28% N 3 pt&4 oz+ 1 .5 pt+ 1 qt 
eBEEMERGENCE 
Dual II + Sen/Lex 2 pt+.67 Cb 
lasso 3 qt 
Dual II 2.5 pt 
Frontier 6L 2 pt 
Pursuit 4 oz 
Command 3ME 2.67 pt 
Lasso + Sen/Lex 2 qt+ .67 tb 
Lasso + Lorox 2 qt + 1 qt 
Axiom 22 oz 
Authority + Command 3ME 8 oz + 2  pt 
% Grft % &flf 1995 1 995 
Zll Zl92 ZllZ/92 � �  
0 0 0 0 
r 
95 99 93 98 
84 99 90 98 
91 86 82 84 
93 94 82 68 
86 83 78 64 
89 85 88 92 
92 93 83 86 
84 96 
93 99 96 99 
95 99 88 94 
87 92 94 98 
88 99 
86 98 
76 82 88 92 
67 58 84 80 
98 99 96 98 
97 99 � 
71 95 
89 84 94 98 
94 85 99 97 
97 99 
68 84 94 96 
55 60 88 88 
60 52 86 80 
58 72 88 84 
62 83 83 96 
70 89 
74 93 92 94 
70 66 94 98 
67 60 
62 55 
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Table 1. Soybean Herbicide Demonstration (Continued) • • •  
% Grft % Bdtf 1995 1995 
Ioawant Bm,JA 1l11/J.Z J!!llll 1.fd :!e N# 
fBEEMEBGEriCE a eQSIEMEftGEMCE 
Lasso&Pursuit + Sun·lt n + 28% N 2 qt&.4oz+1 qt+ 1  qt 89 95 99 98 
Lasso&Scepter + X-77 2 qt&..33 pt+ .5% 83 97 98 94 
Llsso&Besegren + COC 2 qt&1 qt+ 1 qt 30 25 94 98 
Lasso&.Btezer + X· 77 2 qt&1.5 pt+.5% 40 98 92 98 
lasso&Stellar +COC+28% N 2 qt&S oz+.5%+ 2.5% 28 89 
lasso&.Cobte + COC 2 qt&.8 pt+ .5 qt 44 98 93 92 
lauo&Flexstar 1 .88L + 2 qt&12.25 oz+ 
Sun-It U + 28% N 1%+2.5% 40 99 
lauo&Galaxy +X·77 +28% N 2 qt&2 pt+ .5% + 2.5% 47 98 94 98 
lasso&Pinnacle + X-77 2 qt&.25 oz + .25% 43 99 94 96 
lasso&Clessic +X·77 2 qt&.75 OJ+.25% 45 97 96 94 
lasso&Concert + X-77 + 28% N 2 qt&..5 oz+ .25% + 1 qt 42 99 95 96 
laao&Baugran +Pursuit + COC 2 qt&1 pt+2 oz+ 1 qt 92 98 97 94 
lasso&Pinnecle +Pursuit+ X· 77 2 qt&.25 oz+ 3 oz+ .25% 94 99 98 94 
lauo&Pursuit + Cobta + 2 qt&4 oz+& oz+ 
Sun-It U + 28% N 1 pt + 1 Qt 98 99 
lasso&.Expert + X-77 +28% N 2 Qt&.1.S oz+ .5% + 2  qt 84 81 
Po&IEMEBGEMCE 
Poast Plus+ COC 1.5 pt+ 1 Qt 93 0 96 0 
Poast Plus 1.5 pt 84 0 90 0 
Option U + COC 15 oz+1 Qt 91 0 94 0 
Select +COC 8 oz+1 qt 98 0 96 0 
Fusilade DX+ COC 12 oz+1 qt 94 0 94 0 
Fusion +COC 8 oz+1 qt 97 0 95 0 
Auure U + COC 7 oz + 1  Qt 95 0 98 0 
EAALX PoSTEMEBGEtilCE 
Raptor 1L+ Sun.lt 11 + 28% N S oz+.75 qt+ 1 qt 92 99 
Pursuit+ Sun-It II + 28% N 4 oz + 1  qt+1 qt 89 98 92 90 
Pursuit 4 oz 84 80 84 80 
Poast Plus + Galaxy + COC 2.25 pt+2 pt+ 1 qt 86 82 94 98 
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Table 2. HERBICIDE TOLERANT SOYBEANS 
RCB; 1 rep 
Planting date: 5/27 /97 
PPI/PRE: 5/27/97 
POST1 : 6/25/97 
POST2: 7/5/97 
Soil: Silty clay loam; 
3.2% OM; 6.3 pH 
Grft = Green foxtail 
Rrpw = Redroot pigweed 
Precipitation: 
PPI/PRE: 
POST1 : 
POST2: 
1 st week 
2nd week 
1st week 
2nd week 
1 st week 
2nd week 
0.20 inches 
0.04 inches 
0.65 inches 
0.68 inches 
0.69 inches 
1 .26 inches 
COMMENTS: Varieties planted: Cropland AT1 91 STS, Asgrow A2204LL, NK S1 4-M7 
(RR). Objective to demonstrate weed control programs and crop 
tolerance for transgenic soybeans. No crop response was noted for 
double rates of herbicide. Preplant incorporated or split postemergence 
treatments provided excellent control. Foxtail  control was not 
satisfactory with preemergence treatment in Reliance STS program. 
Pigweed escaped in single Roundup treatments. Some late season 
broadleaf emergence was present in single Liberty treatments. 
% Grft % Rrpw 
Treatment Rat•fA 7119197 7119[97 
CHECK - STS SOYBEANS 
eQSIEMERGENCE l l 
Reliance STS + Assure II + 
COC+ 28% N 
.5 02 + 7  oz+ 
1 % + 2 Qt 
PBEEMERGENCE & eQSTEMERGENCE Cl l 
Dual U&Reliance STS + 2.5 pt&.5 oz+ 
COC+28% N 1 % + 2 qt  
PBEPLANJ JNCQBPQBAIEP & PQSJEMERGENCE Ill 
Treflan&Reliance STS + t .5 pt&.5 oz+ 
COC+ 28% N 1 % + 2  qt 
Treflan&Reliance STS + 1 .5 pt& t oz+ 
COC+ 28% N 1 % + 2  qt 
PREEMERGENCE & PQSTEMERGENCE fl I 
Cover&Reliance STS + 4 oz&.5 oz+ 
Assure U +COC+28% N 7 oz + 1 % + 2  qt 
PREPLANJ INCQBPQRAIEP & POSTEMERGENCE (11 
Cover + Treflan& 4 oz+ 1 .5 pt& 
Reliance STS + COC + 28% N .5 oz+ 1 % + 2 qt 
CHECK • ROUNDUP READY SOYBEANS 
0 
97 
80 
95 
96 
98 
98 
0 
POSTEMERGENCE C1 I 
Roundup Ultra + AMS 
Roundup Ultra + AMS 
Roundup Ultra + AMS 
1 pt +  8.5 lb/100 gal 97 
1 qt + 8.S lb/100 gal 98 
2 qt+8.5 lb/100 gal 99 
0 
99 
97 
98 
99 
99 
99 
0 
98 
99 
99 
% VCRR 
St3lBZ 
0 
0 
0 
-0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
% Grft 
913197 
0 
88 
76 
89 
90 
95 
97 
0 
84 
85 
84 
% Rrpw 
9l3LS1 
0 
98 
98 
99 
99 
97 
98 
0 
80 
88 
85 
.. 
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Table 2. Herbicide Tolerant Soybeans CContlnued) • • .  
% Grft % Rrpw 
Jceatment B.ate/A 7/19/97 7/19/97 
!BE!LA?!II lfllCQBf:!QBAIEC & POSIEMEBG�C� l2.I 
Treflan&Roundup Ultre + 1 .5 pt&1 pt+ 
AMS 8.5 tb/100 ga1 
l?.QSIEMEBGENCE fl J • POSTEMEBGE�CE &21 
Roundup Ultra + AMS& 1 pt+8.5 lb/100 gal& 
Roundup Ultra + AMS 1 pt + 8.5 lb/100 gal 
CHECK • LIBERTY LINK SOYBEANS 
1!REPLAr£I l?ilCQRPORA TEQ & POSIEMmGl:riCE...(21 
Treflan&Liberty + AMS 
99 
l!OSIEMERGEflltE ll) 
liberty + AMS 
1 .5 pt&1 .75 pt + 3  lb 
1 .75 pt + 3  lb 
f!QSIEMmiEfll,E I U I eQSIEMEBGEfilkE ,z1 
liberty + AMS& 1 .75 pt + 3  lb& 
Liberty + AMS 1 .25 pt + 3  lb 
eBEEMEBGEfllCE • eQSIEMEBGEtilCE 121 
Sen/Lex&Liberty + AMS .5 lb& 1 .75 pt+ 3  lb 
!BEl!LAfil l�CCBeQBAtED I tQSTEMEBGEriCE 121 
Treflan&Ubert:y + AMS 1 .5 pt&3.5 pt+ 3 lb 
99 
99 
0 
98 
96 
98 
98 
98 
Table 3. PURSUIT ADJUVANT DEMONSTRATION 
99 
98 
0 
99 
99 
99 
99 
99 
% VCRR 
&LJtaz 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
RCB; 1 rep Precipitation: 1st week 
Variety: Simpson 
Planting Date: 5/27 /97 
POST: 6/25/97 
2nd week 
Yett = Yellow foxtail 
% Grft % Rrpw 
9!3[91 Sl3l9.Z 
97 99 
87 97 
0 0 
94 
85 94 
84 95 
86 94 
95 99 
0.65 inches 
0.68 inches 
Soil: Silty clay loam; 
3.2% OM; 6.3 pH 
Colq = Common lambsquarter 
COMMENTS: Objective to demonstrate the effect of Pursuit 2L rate and adjuvants 
for foxtail control. All herbicide rates were unsatisfactory without 
additive. Crop oil tended to be more important than 28% N. Full 
herbicide rate with MSO + 28% N provided the most effective weed 
control. 
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Table 3. Pursuit Adjuvant Demonstration (Continued> • • •  
Treatment 
Check 
!QSIEMEBGEr.fCE 
Pursuit 
Pursuit 
Pursuit+ Sun-It ll 
Pursuit + Sun·lt I I+  AMS 
P\irsuit + Sun-It n + 28 % N 
Pursuit + Sun-It ti + 28% N 
Pursuit + X· 77 
Pursuit + X-77 +28% N 
Pursuit + 28% N 
Table 4. CORN TOLERANCE 
Demonstration 
Variety: See comments 
Planting Date: 6/2/97 
POST: 6/25/97 
% Yeft 
Rate/A 1ll�lSZ 
0 
3 oz 68 
4 oz 83 
3 oz+ 1 .5 pt 78 
3 oz+ 1.5 pt+ 8.5 lb/100 gal 82 
3 02 + 1 .5 pt + 1 .5 pt 77 
4 oz+ 1 .5 pt+ 1 .5 pt 93 
3 oz+ .25% 64 
3 oz+ .25% + 1 .5 pt 77 
3 oz+ 1 .5 pt 62 
Precipitation: 1st week 
2nd week 
% Colq 
ZlHl&Z 
0 
45 
57 
73 
82 
69 
85 
58 
74 
43 
0.65 inches 
0.68 inches 
VCRR == Visual Crop Response Rating; 
Soil: Clay loam; 3.9% OM; 6.1 pH (0 = no injury; 100 = complete kill) 
COMMENTS: Varieties planted: Legend 7595T(IMI), Garst 8830(Normal), 
DK493GR(LL), and DK493SR(SR). Purpose to evaluate response of 
Transgenic corn to herbicide treatments. Differential response of post 
grass herbicide on SA crop has implications for volunteer corn control. 
% VCRR % VCRR % VCRR % VCRR 
·Normat .. .. ,Mr· SR Liberty 
Treatment Rate/A znLaz 2Q/B.Z ZUL9.2 ZU/!J.Z 
Check 0 0 0 0 
!CSIEMEBGE�CE 
Lightning+ Sun-It I I+  28% N 1 .28 oz + 1 .5 pt + 1  qt 94 0 98 92 
Resolve SG + Sun-It U + 28 % N 5.33 oz+ 1 .5 pt + 1 qt 65 0 65 60 
Liberty +AMS 28 oz + 3  lb 90 92 99 0 
Roundup Ultra + AMS 1 qt + S.5 lb/100 gal 99 95 99 98 
Poast Plus+ COC 1 . 1  pt + 1  qt 98 98 0 97 
Select +COC .25 pt + 1  qt 97 98 60 98 
Assure II + COC 5 oz + 1  qt 95 97 25 99 
Option n + COC .6 pt+ 1 qt 93 91 20 95 
Fusllade DX+ COC 6 oz + 1  qt 94 95 0 99 
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Table 5. WEED CONTROL fN CANOLA • REGIONAL SCREENING TRIAL 
RCB; 4 reps 
Variety: Hyola 401 
Planting Date: 5/1 /97 
PPI, PRE: 5/1 /97 
EPOST: 6/6/97 
POST: 6/18/97 
Precipitation: 
PPl, PRE: 
EPOST: 
POST: 
1st week O .49 inches 
2nd week 0.05 inches 
1st week 0.09 inches 
2nd week 0.25 inches 
1st week 0.23 inches 
2nd week 0.65 inches Soil: CJay loam; 3.9% OM; 6.3 pH 
Grft = Green foxtail VCRA = Visual Crop Response Rating; 
Colq = Common lambsquarter 
Wibw = Wild buckwheat 
(0 = no injury; 100 • complete kUl) 
COMMENTS: Regional test. Purpose to evaluate herbicides for potential use In 
Ici:aimi::01 
canola. Crop tolerance was adequate for all treatments. Foxtail 
control was very good to excellent with ell preplant incorporated (PPI) 
treatments and for postemergence Poast or Assure II used alone. 
Tank-mix combinations of Herbicide 273 (endothall) or Stinger with 
Poast or Assure II reduced grass control. Several PPI treatments or 
Stinger postemergence provided acceptable common lambsquarter 
control. Stinger or Herbicide 273 applied as a postemerge sequential 
treatment to PPI Treflan gave satisfactory wild buckwheat control. 
All treatments receiving a PPI treatment produced the highest yield; 
no treatment without a PPI treatment produced yields in the top 
group. 
% VCRR % VCAA % Grft % ColQ % Wibw Yield 
8a1ClA 6L5La2 �DJllll 1JMil � 2J.!J!J1.. lblA 
t!BEt!LAfilI 1111CQBfORAia2 
Sona Ian 2.5 pt 
Ptowl 3 Pt 
Treflan 1.5 pt 
Treflan 2 Pt 
f!BEfLAtilI ltilCQBf!QBAIEl2 I £681.l EQlla4EBYEriCE 
Treflan&Stinger 
Treflan&Banvel 
Treflan&Herbicide 273 
Treflan&Herbicide 273 
Treflan&Herbicide 273 
Treflan&Herbicide 273 
T reflan&Poast + COC 
Treflan&Assure II + COC 
Treftan&Muster + X· 77 
l!BEEMEBGEMCE 
Dual II 
Frontier 6L 
Surpass 
EABLY fQIIEMEBGErllCE 
Stinger 
Herbicide 273 
Poast + COC 
Assure II + COC 
1.5 pt&.33 pt 
1 .5 pt&2 oz 
1.5 pt&1 pt 
1 .5 pt&1.6 pt 
1.5 pt&2 pt 
1.5 pt&3 pt 
1.6 pt&.1 pt+ 1 .25% 
1.5 pt&.S pt+ 1 % 
1.5 pt&.4 oz+ .25% 
2.5 Pt 
30oz 
3 pt 
.33 Pt 
1.5 pt 
1 pt+ 1.25% 
.5 pt + t %  
3l 
13 
1 
8 
3 
6 
9 
4 
6 
1 
9 
3 
4 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
18 89 71 69 1 603 
6 92 87 78 1685 
0 90 91 81 1832 
4 93 92 60 1692 
1 88 81 95 1626 
6 89 80 80 1659 
3 93 86 89 1636 
0 97 92 90 1813 
3 98 92 90 1669 
1 98 93 98 1779 
4 98 96 59 1699 
0 98 83 51 1678 
1 94 93 62 1682 
0 1 9  1 0  0 1 1 57 
0 20 16 1 0  1 1 25 
0 35 30 1 5  1 505 
0 0 24 62 1059 
0 77 0 44 1309 
0 97 0 0 1 180 
0 91 0 0 1421 
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% VCRR % VCRR % Grft % Colq % Wibw Yield 
Ireatmeat Bale/A §.l§l9.Z 6ll�l9Z 1J!JJ!J1. � 1.JJJff1.. lb.lA 
EARLY PQSTEMERGENCE (Continued) 
Poast+ Herbicide 27 3 + X-77 1 pt+ 1 pt+ .25% 
Assure II+ Herbicide 273 + X-77 .6 pt+ 1 pt+ .25% 
Posst + Stinger + X-77 1 pt+.33 pt+.25% 
Assure II+ Stinger+ X· 77 .5 pt+.33 pt+.25% 
Assure II+ Muster + X· 77 .5 pt+ .4 oz+ .25% 
EABLX !CSIEMEBGBICE I !QSIEMEBGEtilCE 
Poast + X· 77 &Herbicide 273 1 pt+.25%&1 pt 
Poast+ COC&Herbicide 273 1 pt+ 1 .25%&1 Pt 
Assure II+ COC&Herbicide 273 .s pt+ 1 %&1 pt 
Assure ll+X-77&Hert>icide 273 .6 pt+ .25%&1 pt 
Assure ti+ COC&Muster + X-17 .6 pt+ 1 %&.4 oz+ .26% 
fBE'fLANI IMCQBl!QRAIED • EARLX l!OSIEl'IEBamcE 
Treflan&Stinger {Hand Weeded) 1 .5 pt&.33 pt 
LSD (.051 
Table 6. WEED CONTROL IN EDIBLE BEANS 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
s 
RCB; 2 reps Precipitation: 
Variety: Prize 
Planting Date: 6/2/97 
PPI/PRE: 6/2/97 
POST: 6/25/97 
PPl/PRE: 
POST: 
0 43 , 76 
3 66 
4 66 
1 91 
, 84 
0 96 
3 97 
1 92 
0 97 
() 88 
' s 
1st week 
2nd week 
1st week 
2nd week 
Soil: Silty clay loam; 
3.2o/o OM; 6.3 pH Yett = Yellow foxtail 
29 48 1412 
0 0 1218 
48 29 1266 
31 29 1 161 
0 0 1090 
16 61 1 1 99 
26 66 1496 
34 66 1264 
36 41 1 053 
48 20 1 171 
94 95 1736 
9 1 1  202 
0.18 inches 
0.05 inches 
0.65 inches 
0.68 inches 
Colq = Common lambsquarter 
Rrpw = Redroot plgweed 
COMMENTS: Very dry conditions after planting; weed emergence delayed and 
extended into mid-season. Preplant Treflan or Sonalan performed well 
on all weed species present. 
% Yeft % Cotq % Rrpw 
Ireatment Rate/A 8/4/97 814.liZ 8[4/92 
Check 0 0 0 
PREPLAtil lfllCQBPORA 1 ED 
Eptam 3.5 pt 81 58 73 
Treflan 2 pt 83 90 94 
Sonalen 3.3 pt 87 93 94 
Prowl 3.6 pt 10 76 82 
SHAUQW PREPLANT lfllCDBmBA I ED 
Dual ll 2.5 pt 35 30 53 
Lasso 3 qt  35 40 55 
Eptam + Lasso 2 pt + 2  qt 54 63 64 
Eptem + T ref Ian 3.5 pt+ 1 pt 60 53 53 
PREEMEBGEflCE 
Frontier SL 1 pt 25 38 45 
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Table 6. Weed Control in Edible Bean• (Continued, • • •  
% Yett % ColQ % Rrpw 
Treatment Rste/A 1£4/91 Blil92 BlilSZ 
eBEeLA�I INCCBtQBAI.EC I fQSTEMEBGE?ilCE 
Treflan&Pursuit 2L + 1.5 pt&3 oz+ 
Sun-It n + 28% N 1.5 pt+ 1 Qt 97 81 96 
!QSIEMEB.GEfJCE 
Basagran + COC 1 qt + 1 Qt 0 78 83 
Pursuit 2L + Sun-It U + 28% N 3 oz+ 1.5 pt + 1 Qt 83 68 93 
Assure II + COC 6 oz + 1  qt 83 0 0 
Poast +COC 1 pt + 1 Qt  96 0 0 
LSO (.OS) 10 13 12 
Table 7. SUNFLOWER HERBICIDE DEMONSTRATION 
RCB; 2 reps Precipitation: 
Variety: Pioneer 6451 PPI/PRE: 1st week 0.18 inches 
Planting Date: 6/2/97 2nd week 0.05 inches 
PPI/PAE: 6/2/97 POST: 1st week 0.65 inches 
POST: 6/25/97 2nd week 0.68 inches 
Soil: Silty clay loam; Grft = Green foxtail 
3.2% OM; 6.3 pH Colq = Common lambsquarter 
COMMENTS: Purpose to evaluate herbicide treatments in sunflower. Dry early-
season conditions. 
% VCRR % Grft % Colq % Fxtl 
Ica1ta:uun !am1A 7117{97 2/12lS2 2ll2/9.7 3:Y.I: �g 
Check 0 0 0 0 
PREPLAr£[ ltjCQRPOB,A I EO 
Eptam 3.5 pt 0 81 81 80 
Sona Ian 2.67 pt 0 93 90 87 
Treflan 1.5 pt 0 88 88 81 
Treflan 3 pt 0 96 95 
Prowl 3 pt 0 78 81 80 
Sl:IALLQW !BEPLA6I ltilCQB!QBa TED 
Prowl 3 pt 0 59 88 70 
!BEEMEBGEriCI; 
Prowl 3 pt 0 41 45 45 
Prowl + 2,4-0 ester 3 pt + 1 qt 20 37 68 51 
eQSIEIIIJERGE?ilCE 
Poast+COC 1 pt+1% 0 96 0 
Poast + Assert + COC 20 oz+ 1.25 pt+ 1 qt 0 93 55 
Setect + COC 6 oz + 1% 0 91 5 
Setect +COC 8 oz + 1% 0 94 5 
LSD (.05) 4 8 12 11 
Table 8. NO-Till BURNDOWN 
RCB; 2 reps 
PRE: 6/5/97 
Soil: Clay loam; 3.9% OM; 6.3 pH 
Cath = Canada thistle 
Dali = Dandelion 
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Precipitation: 1st week 
2nd week 
0.09 inches 
0.25 inches 
COMMENTS: Spring burndown comparisons for no-till. Heavy dandelion (4-6 in) 
and Canada thistle (4-8 in) at application. No fell treatment. 
Roundup or Banvel provided the highest Canada thistle control. 
Roundup, Roundup tank-mixes, 2,4-0 or Gramoxone + 2,4-0 was 
moderately effective on dandelion. 
% Cath % Deli 
Treatment e,nofA Zl5li2 2m.ts.2 
Check 0 0 
PREEMERGENCE 
Roundup Ultra + AMS 1 Qt+ 8.5 lb/100 gal 59 60 
Roundup Ultra+ AMS 2 Qt+8.5 lb/100 gal 78 80 
Roundup Ultra +AMS+ 2,4-D ester 1 Qt +8.5 lb/100 gal+ 1 pt 60 69 
Roundup Ultra + AMS + 2,4-D ester + Sen/lex 1 Qt+8.5 lb/100 gal+ 1 pt+6 oz 45 77 
Gramoxone Extra + X· 77 2 pt+ .25% 28 40 
Touchdown BTU + X-77 25.6 oz+ .25% 55 45 
2.4-0 ester 1 Qt 43 77 
Roundup Ultra +AMS+ Blazer 1 qt +8.5 lb/100 gal+ 1 pt 55 44 
Roundup Ultra +AMS+ Blazer + Sen/Lex 1 Qt+8.5 1b/100 gal + 1 pt+6 oz 48 49 
Lightning+ Sun-It ti + 28% N 1.28 oz+ 1.5 pt+ 1 qt 35 33 
Hornet+ X-77 +28% N 4 oz+ .25% + 2.5% 60 23 
Banvet 1 pt 75 42 
Gramoxone Extra + 2.4-D ester + X· 77 2 pt+ 1 Qt+ .25% 39 76 
LSD (.05) 11 13 
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SOYBEAN BREEDING 
Roy Scott 
We tested both group O and group I soybean breeding lines at the Northeast 
research farm in 1997. A summary is presented in the Tables below to compare this 
site with other sites at which the lines were tested across the state. Plant height data 
was presented for Brookings and Northeast farm to compare plant growth at two 
contrasting locations. 
There were several breeding lines that performed as good as the check to 
which they had similar maturity, but none were significantly better based on the 
overall mean. Yields of group O lines ranged from 74 to 14 bushels per acre (Table 
1-2)# and group I ranged from 76 to 16 bushels per acre (Table 3-4). Yield rankings 
were not consistent across locations for any of the maturity groups. The highest 
ranking lines at each location, however, were high yielding in at least one other 
location. The highest yields were obtained at Dakota Lakes for both maturity groups, 
even in the non-irrigated test. 
Maturities indicated that there was a range in maturities in the same test, 
which might explain the Inconsistencies in rankings. Some lines were better adapted 
at some locations than at others, and did better in those locations. Plant height 
comparisons indicated that lines were shorter at Brookings than at Northeast farm. 
This was probably due to more severe water stress at Brookings than at Northeast 
farm. 
A few promising lines were identified for further testing in 1998 based on 
evaluation of the data presented here, from previous testing in 1996, and from 
additional data not presented in this report. Comparisons were made between lines 
and checks of similar .maturity. Several lines were tested with the same parentage, 
and only the best one, or two, that are good enough will be advanced from a 
particular cross. Of the lines presented here, only 1 to 4 from each maturity group will 
make it to the national uniform tests. 
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Table 1. Performance of groue O sovbean breeding lines in 1 997. 
OVERALL YIELDS ANO RANKS AT INDIVIDUAL LOCATIONS PLANT HT 
NAME MAT MEAN RANK BK RNK WT RNK DI RNK OD ·� � M 
PARKER (I) 133 53.97 1 39.89 2 39.38 17 70.0 4 66.60 1 37 33 
$0951521 128 49.71 2 34.77 10 41.40 11 67.2 7 55.43 3 27 32 
$0951189 129 49.55 3 38.91 3 44.99 4 64.0 10 50.32 9 28 31 
STRIDE U,  131 49.50 4 41.17 1 45.65 3 58.8 20 52.35 7 27 29 
$095794 128 47.95 5 34.86 8 40.54 15 63.6 11 52.80 5 28 31 
80951567 128 47.17 6 26.85 26 48.66 1 56.4 25 56.79 2 23 35 
$0951273 128 45.68 7 35.53 5 37.78 20 73.1 3 36.29 26 29 30 
$0951518 129 45.38 8 35.06 6 41.65 10 54.2 28 50.60 8 31 32 
$0951520 128 45.37 9 33.97 11 37.52 21 67.6 6 42.38 18 30 32 
SURGE (0) 129 45.10 10 32.54 12 41.32 12 58.3 22 48.27 1 1  23 30 
$0951571 127 44.73 11 23.52 31 45.76 2 57.0 23 52.64 6 24 33 
8095239 128 44.71 12 29.41 20 37.14 22 74.0 2 38.26 23 26 27 
$0951546 128 44.64 13 27.14 24 44.93 5 60.2 16 46.29 13 28 31 
$0951289 130 44.58 14 34.78 9 38.84 18  50.0 32 54.67 4 25 28 
LAMBERT (0) 128 44.29 15 30.64 17 36.98 23 80.3 1 29.21 33 23 26 
$0951464 127 44.24 16 31.03 15  44.09 7 56.4 24 45.42 14 30 31 
$0951600 128 44.19 17 36.30 4 34.25 29 62.2 14 44.02 15 28 31 
$0951528 129 43.96 18 31.94 1 3  36.14 26 69.6 5 38.17 24 28 30 
HENDRICKS (0) 131 42.39 19 30.75 16 40.30 16 65.0 9 33.51 31 23 29 
$0951476 129 42.28 20 34.93 7 36.91 25 61.3 15 36.02 27 31 30 
80951154 128 42.06 21 27.82 23 42.70 8 59.4 19 38.34 22 21 30 
SD951278 127 41.88 22 30.08 18 31.42 32 62.9 1 2  43.09 1 7  29 32 
SD951168 127 41.70 23 29.15 21 40.70 14 62.9 13 34.04 30 24 27 
SD951611 128 41.60 24 25.65 28 31.51 31 60.0 18 49.25 10 29 31 
8095983 128 39.91 25 28.72 22 41.00 13 54.0 29 35.97 28 23 27 
SD951271 131 39.83 26 31.08 14 44.47 6 40.2 33 43.60 16 23 30 
$0951003 129 38.81 27 26.78 27 30.43 34 58.5 21 39.51 21 24 29 
$095920 128 38.25 28 23.47 32 42.51 9 52.8 30 34.24 29 25 31 
50951119 128 37.62 29 18.06 33 35.99 27 55.5 26 40.95 19 22 27 
S095600 129 37.52 30 27.00 25 37.91 19 54.8 27 30.41 32 29 31 
S0951679 121 37.46 31 14.32 35 36.92 24 51.1 31 47.48 12 22 29 
5095978 1 28 36.84 32 17.35 34 33.16 30 60.1 17 36.78 25 22 33 
$095823 129 36.00 33 29.64 19 35.92 28 38.6 35 39.88 20 25 32 
AGASSIZ (00) 120 35.09 34 24.24 29 28.98 35 66.6 8 20.50 35 21 26 
SD95894 127 29.72 35 23.81 30 31.00 33 39.6 34 24.49 34 24 30 
GRAND MEAN 42.68 
CV 16.36 
LSD 9.79 
MAT= Maturity in days; RNK • Rank; WT"" Northeast Fann; BK= Brookings; DI end 00 .... Dakota Lakes 
irrigated and non·irrigated. Matu,ity groups of c:hec:ks indicated in parentheses. 
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Table 2. Performance of grou� 0 SO\'bean breeding lines in 1997. 
OVERALL YlElOS ANO RANKS AT INDIVIDUAL LOCATIONS PLANT HT 
NAM_E MEAN RANK MAT BK RNK WT RNK DO RNK DI RNK WT - BK 
• 5095255 48.44 1 132 34.27 2 39.39 5 64.89 2 68.81 8 33 27 
5095231 47.95 2 136 32.65 9 40.93 4 62.36 5 67.01 7 34 27 
5095247 47.70 3 136 32.24 10 41.36 2 60.35 10 67.78 6 32 23 
$095238 47.49 4 136 35.41 1 37.81 8 59.65 12 67.96 5 35 27 
$095242 47.16 5 131 33.71 5 37.25 10 64.09 3 65.29 11 33 26 
HENDRICKS (O} 47.11 6 131 33.16 7 41.19 3 63.25 4 60.78 14 25 24 
5095224 47.10 7 136 33.49 8 35.19 13 62.30 6 70.20 2 31 27 
STRIDE m 46.84 8 133 31.90 1 1  44.26 1 62.09 7 57.88 20 30 22 
5095140 46.77 9 136 32.69 8 36.67 11 61.12 8 68.68 4 36 29 
PARKER (I} 46.63 10 136 33.89 4 36.16 12 57.46 15 70.80 1 31 28 
SURGE (0} 46.16 11 129 29.91 13 38.88 6 58.56 13 69.06 3 29 23 
SD95155 44.90 12 136 33.95 3 33.86 15 57.23 17 65.53 10 34 30 
LAMBERT (0) 43.18 1 3  129 29.06 15 37.78 9 48.89 23 66.78 9 28 22 
5095741 42.92 14 128 28.95 16 33.43 18 57.46 16 63.58 12 27 22 
5095742 41.95 15 129 22.88 26 35.07 14 66.20 1 56.63 21 26 19 
5095288 41.83 16 132 30.14 12 38.72 7 45.13 26 60.71 15 29 20 
$095784 40.87 17 128 24.72 21 31.87 20 60.47 9 59.00 18 25 20 
5095275 40.78 18 129 23.77 23 33.24 19 57.98 14 60.40 16 27 20 
5095738 40.53 19 128 29.30 1 4  33.81 16 60.24 11 47.72 28 29 20 
$0951221 40.24 20 129 27.56 19 30.15 24 54.86 19 59.97 17 28 20 
50951276 40.20 21 122 28.05 17 33.53 17 49.75 21 58.91 19 31 19  
$0951220 39.23 22 127 23.66 24 28.56 26 55.31 18 62.52 13 25 18 
50951677 37.73 23 127 27.84 18 31.38 22 45.68 25 54.12 25 23 22 
$095858 36.28 24 127 25.55 20 29.71 25 49.62 22 48.88 27 25 18 
50951238 35.78 25 128 23.98 22 30.84 23 52.87 20 43.80 29 26 18 
$0951215 35.41 26 127 19.29 28 31.46 21 44.55 27 56.40 22 28 18 
50951370 34.69 27 125 19.94 27 27.17 28 48.28 24 54.51 24 24 19 
$0951686 32.01 28 127 18.99 30 25.42 30 44.20 28 49.23 26 26 18 
SD95966 31.76 29 127 22.97 25 26.68 29 41.32 29 43.00 30 25 21 
AGASSIZ (00) 31.76 30 121 19.25 29 28.53 27 31.31 30 55.79 23 27 20 
GRANO MEAN 41.71 28.10 34.34 54.91 59.98 
CV 9.90 15.44 14.08 10.97 12.21 
LSD 3.64 7.09 7.90 12.32 14.98 
MAT= Maturity in days; RNK • Rank; WT= Northeast Farm; BK= Brookings; DI and DO• Dakota Lakes 
irrigated and non-irrigated. Maturity groups of checks indicated in parentheses. 
·� 
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Table 3. Performance of groue I sovbean breeding lines in 1997. 
OVERALL YlELOS AND RANKS AT INOIVIOUAL LOCATIONS PLANT HT 
NAM� MEAN RANK MAT BK RNK WT RNK 01 RNK OD RNK WT BK 
IA2021 (II) 56.39 , 140 39.71 3 54.06 , 71.40 6 69.91 3 32 27 
ND95·1664 53.56 2 130 37.39 5 50.97 4 68.17 9 67.10 12 30 28 
SURGE (Ol 52.60 3 129 35.26 18 51.22 3 65.25 14 68.02 9 28 21 
• 
$0951037 52.46 4 133 41.13 1 45.59 20 72.23 4 59.99 29 38 35 
ND95·1663 52.41 5 130 36.62 11 44.27 26 72.69 3 68.05 8 27 28 
$095261 52.19 6 132 36.19 13 46.16 16 75.33 2 62.07 22 34 26 
$0951058 52.14 7 132 36.82 8 47.70 9 62.48 21 71.48 , 36 36 
S0951598 52.09 8 133 40.46 2 47.91 6 67.25 11 60.66 27 32 27 
ND95-1619 51.97 9 131 38.38 4 47.85 8 70.04 7 60.45 28 31 34 
$0951035 51.94 10 133 36.71 10 45.41 21 72.08 5 64.45 18 38 33 
$0951470 51.61 11 133 37.10 6 51.35 2 58.16 27 67.20 11 41 35 
80951095 51.29 12 131 32.37 34 47.16 11 66.51 12 70.66 2 32 25 
N095·1659 61.21 13 133 35.82 15 46.06 17 64.44 17 68.78 6 28 31 
5095240 51.13 14 133 34.70 22 46.05 18 66.03 13 68.52 7 28 30 
5095477 51.08 15 133 35.68 17 48.17 5 68.55 8 61 .08 24 36 30 
$095249 50.63 16 133 33.18 27 46.56 13 64.51 16 69.02 4 31 27 
PARKER (0 50.45 17 134 35.11 19 47.37 10 59.68 26 68.87 5 34 32 
$0951032 49.76 18 132 34.32 24 44.57 25 63.73 20 66.74 13 34 30 
80951574 49.31 19 134 37.00 1 43.78 29 64.53 15 60.86 26 35 34 
50951039 49.19 20 131 32.55 32 43.92 27 68.04 1 0  63.18 20 35 31 
N095·7217 49.15 21 128 34.73 21 46.99 12 58.00 28 65.17 16 29 29 
N095·808 48.82 22 129 32.60 31 42.79 31 75.84 1 55.21 36 28 26 
50951046 48.65 23 133 35.91 14 44.92 24 55.33 34 66.67 1 4  30 28 
509526 48.45 24 133 36.37 12 45.17 22 60.54 25 59.38 32 32 30 
809531 48.23 25 132 34.61 23 41.74 34 60.72 24 65.90 15 31 27 
SD95747 48.15 26 132 34.27 25 42.00 33 64.16 18 62.21 21 27 31 
$0951497 48.04 27 132 35.78 16 43.41 30 64.00 19 57.41 34 33 33 
5095793 47.62 28 131 32.80 29 47.86 7 49.66 36 67.43 10 32 27 
$0951490 47.49 29 131 36.82 9 42.68 32 61.71 22 56.48 35 28 32 
$095250 47.01 30 132 32.12 35 46.48 14 57.21 29 59.93 30 29 27 
$095289 47.01 31 131 33.94 26 46.28 15 55.36 33 59.36 33 35 29 
509527 46.12 32 133 31.49 37 43.81 28 56.58 30 61.06 25 31 29 
5095904 44.73 33 132 32.90 28 41.42 35 61.56 23 50.60 39 29 30 
LAMBERT {0) 44.57 34 128 31.63 36 40.72 36 49.63 37 64.69 1 7  28 23 
SD95790 44.39 35 133 31.14 38 44.93 23 46.41 38 61.46 23 30 27 
$095736 43.87 36 132 29.67 39 45.90 19 42.01 39 64.01 19 32 30 
5095895 42.58 37 130 28.67 40 38.13 39 52.79 35 59.88 31 33 31 
$095927 42.56 38 129 32.79 30 38.42 38 56.35 31 49.64 40 25 27 
$095921 41.70 39 132 32.53 33 35.59 40 ss.ee 32 50.67 38 30 30 "' 
ND95-1773 40.15 40 129 34.75 20 39.98 37 33.48 40 55.17 37 28 23 
GRANO 48.80 34.80 45.10 61.45 62.70 
CV 7.60 9.05 9.15 13.40 8.54 
LSD 3L27 5.12 6.]1 1&.10 10.8:! 
MAT= Maturitv in days; ANK • Rank; WT• Northeast Farm; BK• Btookings; 01 and 00 • Dakota Lakes 
irrigated and non-irrigated. Maturitv groups of checks indicated in parentheses. 
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Table 4. Performance of groue I sovbean breeding lines in 1997. 
OVERALL YIELDS AND RANKS OF INDIVIDUAL LOCATIONS PLANT HT 
NAME MEAN RANK MAT BK RNK WT � 01 RNK OD RNK WT BK 
5095748 57.39 1 133 34.18 28 50.47 9 70.65 4 74.26 2 35 33 
$095789 56.99 2 132 36.63 20 52.43 6 66.47 10 72.42 3 39 31 
IA2021 (U} 56.97 3 139 47.08 2 48.71 12 68.05 12 66.04 14 28 30 
$0951480 56.27 4 131 40.31 8 53.25 4 65.37 14 66.16 13 35 32 
SD95543 56.26 5 130 39.03 1 1  47.30 17 73.38 1 65.31 17 32 27 
50951514 55.96 6 130 41.68 4 47.09 19 70.65 5 64.42 1 9  37 34 
$095781 55.62 7 132 25.78 34 51.32 8 67.77 7 77.62 1 28 26 
PARKER 0) 55.47 8 133 41.35 5 45.76 20 66.15 1 1  68.63 7 38 34 
$0951479 55.36 9 132 40.64 6 49.96 10 67.39 8 63.47 23 37 33 
STRIDE (0 55.35 10 131 35.12 25 48.16 14 71.88 3 66.25 1 2  31 28 
$095371 55.21 11 130 38.54 13 52.94 5 67.15 9 62.23 24 32 30 
5095768 55.04 12 131 36.87 19 53.56 3 57.46 29 72.26 4 32 28 
50951048 55.00 13 133 37.78 17 54.42 2 66.00 13 61.81 25 31 27 
50951059 54.27 14  136 38.16 16 48.44 13 64.68 17 65.79 15 44 36 
80951450 54.26 15  130 38.80 12 44.24 24 73.28 2 60.70 29 34 35 
50951089 53.94 16 132 39.67 9 47.30 16 62.16 22 . 66.62 10 33 33 
50951466 53.91 17  133 39.08 10 51.90 7 83.30 20 61.35 27 34 28 
5095737 53.83 1 8  133 34.43 27 49.39 1 1  80.63 25 70.88 5 33 27 
STURDY nn 53.25 19 136 40.59 7 42.69 29 64.20 19 65.55 16 33 33 
$0951018 52.55 20 132 35.21 24 43.01 28 68.24 6 63.73 21 32 29 
5095726 52.17 21 134 43.91 3 44.04 25 62.14 23 58.59 30 32 32 
$095653 52.16 22 133 32.38 30 45.20 22 62.30 21 68.77 6 30 27 
5095771 52.02 23 132 30.38 32 47.96 15 65.16 15  64.58 18 37 31 
50951459 51.89 24 132 38.37 14 45.44 21 59.76 27 64.01 20 34 31 
$0951093 51.80 25 133 36.28 21 44.42 23 59.69 28 66.93 9 34 33 
LAMBERT (0, 51 .24 26 127 49.17 1 43.55 26 61.59 24 50.65 33 27 32 
$095772 51 .01 27 130 34.82 26 43.15 27 64.76 1 6  61.29 28 35 30 
5095400 50.57 28 134 35.76 23 38.89 31 60.10 26 67.54 8 39 32 
$095976 50.42 29 132 36.16 22 47.24 18 54.56 32 63.70 22 35 35 
$0951505 50.33 30 131 37.27 18 58.05 , 48.16 33 57.83 31 35 31 
SURGE (0) 50.20 31 129 33.42 29 36.24 32 84.86 18 66.47 11 31 26 
$095339 46.98 32 135 38.33 15  31.68 33 56.43 31 61.49 26 37 33 
$095335 46.84 33 131 31 .80 31 41.06 30 57.17 30 57.34 32 36 30 
$095885 27.90 34 128 27.62 33 28.66 34 24.44 34 30.89 34 33 32 
5095890 20.68 35 127 24.37 35 18.15 35 16.91 35 23.29 35 33 34 
GRANO MEAN 51.69 
CV 1 1.62 
LSD 8.42 
MAT- Maturity in days; RNK• Rank; WT• Northeast Farm; BK= Brookings; 01 and DD• Dakota Lakes 
irrigated end non-irrigated. Maturity groups of checks indicated in parentheses. 
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PERFORMANCE OF BT-CORN HYBRIDS AGAINST THE EUROPEAN 
CORN BORER IN NORTHEASTERN SOUTH DAKOTA 
Michael A. Catangui 
Introduction 
The European corn borer overwinters as fully·grown larvae in corn stubbles and 
field debris in northeastern South Dakota. Adult corn borers (that will then lay eggs 
that will become larvae) begin to appear on the second week of June then continue 
emerging continuously until the end of August. Peak adult emergence is in the 
second week of July (Figures 1 -2). Thus, corn borer in northeastern South Dakota 
is considered as of the one generation or univoltine type. Since peak adult 
emergence is in the mlddle of July, we expect to record most injuries to the corn 
plants late in the season analogous to the type of injuries caused by second 
generation corn borers in bivoltine or two-generation cycles (typicarty seen in 
southeastern South Dakota). The univoltine cycle has been observed as far south as 
Brookings County. And the exact geographic location where the univoltine and 
bivoltine cycles meet is not yet known in South Dakota. 
Genetically·engineered (Bt) corn is fast becoming a favored pest management 
tactic for use against the European corn borer in South Dakota, and the entire United 
States cornbelt in general. In 1 996, only 3 corn seed brands offered Bt-corn seeds 
(Mycogen, Maximizer, and Northrup King). This year ( 1997), 8 Bt-corn seed brands 
were commercially available (Dekalb, Golden Harvest, Maximizer, Mycogen, Northrup 
King, and Pioneer). And almost every corn seed company will offer its own version 
of Bt-corn in the coming years. Because Bt-corn is stUI a new pest management 
tactic, there are still lingering doubts among corn producers as to whether Bt-corn 
hybrids can yield as welt, or better than their non-Bt isolines. This research seeks to 
answer this concern as we report the results of our 1 997 studies. 
Materials and Methods 
Four corn hybrid groups (Dekalb 493, Ciba 4144, Northrup King 3030, and 
Pioneer 375 1 }  were evaluated for their performance against the corn borer at the 
SDSU Northeast Farm in South Shore, SD during the 1997 season. The experimenta, 
design was a split-plot with the main plots arranged as randomized complete blocks. 
The main plot treatments were the 4 corn hybrid groups mentioned above while the 
subplot treatments were the methods of controlling corn borers namely: (1) Hybrid 
with the Bt gene; (2) Non-Bt isoline of the hybrid; and (3) Non-Bt isoline treated with 
Pounce 1.5G granular Insecticide at the rate of 8 pounds of formulated material per 
acre of corn (only if thresholds were reached). Since economic thresholds were not 
reached early in the season (based on shot holes and live larvae in the whorl), no 
insecticides were applied to the respective plots. Egg mass economic thresholds 
were reached during the tasseling and silking stage but no treatments were made due 
to concerns of contaminating adjacent plots. The main plot treatments were 
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replicated 4 times. Each subplot was 4 rows wide and 1 00 feet long. Damage due 
to early and late season larvae were observed by splitting corn stalks and recording 
the number and length of tunnels in the stalks, ear shanks, and ears. Other indicators 
• of corn borer activity (e.g., moth flights) were also recorded. Two rows out of 4 
were left intact for yield data. All corn borer infestations in the plots were natural. 
Results and Discussion 
In general, the 4 corn hybrids evaluated this year reacted differently to the 
treatments. That is, significant treatment by hybrid interactions were observed in 
most of the indicators of corn borer damage recorded. This means that the subplot 
treatments (Bt-corn vs. Non-Bt corn) will have to be evaluated on a hybrid by hybrid 
basis (Tables 1 -2). Corn with the Bt gene such es Pioneer X1 006RT, Maximizer 357, 
and Northrup King 3030Bt, significantly outperformed their non-Bt counterparts in 
terms of yield. Yield advantages ranged from 1 9-23 bushels per acre (Table 2). 
Dekalb 493Bt did not significantly outyield its non-Bt isoline. 
All of the Bt·corn hybrids sustained some degree of injury due to early and late 
season larval feeding in the stalks, ear shanks, and ears. These injuries, however, 
were still much lower than the injuries sustained by the non-Bt hybrids (Table 1 ) .  
Proportion of stalks infested due to combined early and late season corn borers 
averaged at 33% and 95% in the Bt-corn and non-Bt corn, respectively. Among the 
Bt hybrids, Dekalb 493Bt had the highest proportion of infested stalks at 70% white 
Northrup King 3030Bt had the lowest et 1 3%. Corn borer infestation this year ( 1 997) 
was heavy enough to cause an average reduction of 1 9-23 bushels of corn per acre 
in most of the untreated non-Bt corn hybrids. Indeed, this is very significant 
considering the fact that we did not observe any yield losses last year ( 1 996) due to 
corn borers at the same location. It is this uncertainty of yield loss that makes 
decision·making on whether or not to deploy Bt-corn hybrids quite difficult in 
northeastern South Dakota. 
Acknowledgment 
This research was supported in part by the South Dakota Corn Utilization 
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Table 1 .  Performance of Bt-corn hybrids and their non-Bt isolines {PCT. INFESTED, percent of stalks with tunnels; NO. 
TUNNELS, avg. no. of tunnels per infested stalk; CM. TUNNELS, cumulative length of tunnels in cm per infested stalk; LIVE 
LARVAE, avg. no. of live ecb larvae per infested stalk} (South Shore, SO 1997). 
I Damage to corn stalks (mean ± SEM) 
Treatment Due to earlv-season corn borer 
Due to early- and late-season corn borers 
PCT.INFUTE> NO. TUNNEi.a CM. fflllJllll• I lMlAIIYAE PCT.N=YTED NO. T'UMffl.a CII. TWINEL$ LIVtUAVAE 
Dekel> 493Bt 27.50:t.4.79 • 1.00:t.O.OO • 0.43:t0.07 • 0.02:t.0.02 • 70.00 :t 4.08 • 1.88:t0.31 • 4.4&:t. 1 .01 • 1.38 :t:0.14 e 
Dekal, 493 t7.50i:t.29 b , .• 3±0.11 b 1.82i:0.-4t • 0.32:t0.10 b t5.00:t2.89 b 3.lt:t.0.38 b 12.37:t1.90 b 2.24:t0.24 b 
Dtll:elb "93 (not treated) 71.17 :tl.82 b 2.11:t.1.00 b 2.77:t.0.98 b 1.31:t0.89 b 97 .so :t. 2.50 b 4.29:t.0.51 b 14.85:t4.43 b 2.41 :t0.73 b 
Mexlmiz• 357 (Bl) l3.33:t8.82 a 0.78 :t:0.40 • 0.10:tO.OS • 0.07 :t0.07 a 22.50:t 13.16 a 1.50:tO.M • 4.12:t:2.47 • 0.9St.0.37 • 
I 
et,a 4144 82.50:t:8.29 b 1.99:t0.39 b 3.158 :t 1.32 b 0.50:t.0.21 b 92.50 :t 2.50 b 2.IS:t:0.28 b 8.14:t.0.88 b 1.47 :t0.08 b f Ciba 4144 (not treated) 57 .so :t 2.60 b 1.Sh: 0.17 b 2.00:t.0.39 b 0.32:t.0.02 b es.oo :t s.oo b I 2.te:to.s1 b 1.17:tt.48 b 1.88 :t;0.14 b 
Northrup King 3030Bt tO.OOt:5.77 • 0.87:t0.33 • 0.08:t0.03 • 0.00:1:0.00 • 12.SO;tl.29 a I 1.00:t0,41 8 1.38t.-O.H • O.SO:t0.29 • 
Northrup King 3030 12.60 :t. 1.29 b 1.81 :t0.32 b 2.84-.t:0.48 b 0.52:tO.tt b 90.00:1:4.08 b 2.ta:t0.48 b 9.11 :t 1.99 b 1.88-.t:0.41 b 
Nordwup King 3030 (not treatedl IO.OO:t4.08 b l.14:t0.28 b 4.94 :t 1.04 o 0.52:t0.11 b 92.50 :t4.79 b 3.57:t.0.87 b 13.74:tS.70 b 1.73:t0.49 b 
,,._ X1006RT (Bt) S.OO:t.2.89 • 1 .26 :t 0.95 • 0.02:t:0.02 • 0.00:tO.OO • 2.S.00 :t 8.45 • 1.44:t.0.2l • t.t7:t0.44 a 0.75:t.0.25 a 
� 3751 12.60:t 13.16 b 1.93:t0.15 b 3.84:t0.90 b o.&2:to.11 b 100.00:tO.OO b 3.65-.t0.59 b 14.41 :t.2.05 b 2.08:t0.30 b 
Pioneer 3751 (not treattdl 73.33 :t 8.17 b 2.75:t0.91 b 2.87:t0.80 b t .35 :t.0.89 b 95.00 :t 6.00 b 4.29:t0.96 b 18.13:tS.61 b 2.49±0.81 
b 
.... �.n:th,. ilrJM.t � bi!�"' llilli - - ., ,�11-,i ,11,t!ftlli '1">mm. flli.j,u"• ll!llll'IMbU 11.a.u • Mite C.tM>OVI, $DSU 
• 
• 
Table 2. Performance of Bt-corn hybrids and their non-Bt isolines (PCT. INFESTED, percent of ear shanks with tunnels; 
NO. TUNNELS, avg. no. of tunnels per infested ear shank; CM. TUNNELS, cumulative length of tunnels in cm per infested ear 
shank; LIVE LARVAE, avg. no. of live ecb larvae per infested ear shank; EPC. INFESTED, percent of ears infestedt {South Shore, 
so 1997). 
Treatment 
Damage to ear shank and ear lmean :t: SEM> Yield (bu/A) 
adjusted to 
PCT. INFUTl:D NO, n.Nffl.9 CM. 1'UNNE18 UYE URYAE EPC. llffE9TED 15% moisture 
Delttl> 493Bt 20.00 ± 5. 77 a 1.00:t:O.OO a 1.01 ::1:0.30 a 0.75:t:0.25 a 22.50:t 1 6.00 a 84.82 :!:6.18 a 
Dell .. 493 30.00 ± 1 2.25 a 0.75:t:0.25 a 1 .34 ±0.47 a 0.25±0.25 a 60.00 :t 14. 72 b 84.31 :t:8.05 a 
Dellllb 493 (not treated) 37.50±6.29 a 1.00:t:0.00 a 2.36:t:0.16 b 1.00:tO.OO b 57.50:t 10.31 b 83.94 ±5.14 a 
Meunlz• 357 (It) 1 S.00 ± 2.89 a 1 . 1 2 :t:0.12 a 2.10 :t: 0.36 a 0.50±0.29 a 36.00±9.57 a 86.59 :t 4.98 a 
Ciba 4144 55.00 :t 8.66 b 1 .08 :t0.08 a 2.33:t:0.46 a 1.00:tO.OO a 55.00 :t 21 .02 a 68.01 :t 2.06 b 
Ciba 4144 (not treated) 42.50 :t t 1 .09 b 1 .1 9 :t:0.11 a 2.26:t:0.32 a 0.76±0.26 a 55.00 ± 16.58 a 68.06 ± 3.84 b 
NooJwu,1 King 30308t 7.50±2.50 a 0.76±0.26 a 0.42 ±0.17 a 0.00±0.00 a 0.00±0.00 a 90.81 ±3.38 a 
Norttwp 1UnO 3030 75.00±6.45 b 1.33 :t0.04 b 2.21 :t0.13 b t.00±0.00 b 72.50 :t: 1 3.77 b 67 .82 ± 6.49 b 
Northrup King 3030 fnot treated) 70.00:t:9.13 b 1.33:t:0. 1 1  b 3.04 :t:0.71 b 1.08:t:0.08 b 62.50:t 14.93 b 70.75 ± 3.85 b 
Pioneer X1008RT Cit) 7.60±4.79 a 0.50±0.29 a I o.32:t:0.21 a 0.00 ± 0.00 a 0.00 ± 0.00 a I' 19.08 :t 2.62 a 
Pionffr 3161 75.00± 15.00 b 1.08± 0.08 b 3.68:t:0.69 b 1.00±0.00 b 60.00:t: 17.32 b 56.80 :t 3.43 b 
Plon1« 3751 (not 1reated) 72.50±9.46 b 1 . 1 2 ±0.08 b 3.62±0.28 b 1.08:t:0.08 b 32.50 ±20.16 b 59.87 ± 1 . 1 2  b 
IIIIIll!I* fll!IIIM ill ii.WI ifldlll'I (IIIM_.: .,, sh.. -Ir.tr.. -ll'lllll llilinfflt!uill'r llll'f1111!111i U'>O'iill, fili� jlliil! .. � Iii.QI, Mike C.t•n11ul, Sl)SU 
I 
V1 ..... 
I 
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Fig. 1. Life Cycle of the Corn Borer in the Midwest 
Fig. 2. Corn Borer Moth Flight (Watertown, SD) 
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ROTATION STUDIES 
J. Smolik, A. Heuer, and L. Evjen 
Objectives 
Compare the long-term effects of various cropping systems on crop yields, soil 
nutrient levels, and plant pests • 
Methods 
This study Includes four cropping systems in non·repUcated plots. The plots 
are somewhat larger than usual (24 • wlde x 120' long) to facilitate certain field 
operations. All crops within a system are represented each year. The systems are: 
Conv, a corn·soybean-spring wheat rotation; continuous Hay, alfalfa that is harvested 
approximately three times per year; two alternate {organic) systems; Alt I, an 
oat/alfalfa-alfalfa-soybean-corn rotation, and Ah II, an oat/clover-clover (green 
manure)-soybean-spring wheat rotation. The conventional {Conv) and Hay systems 
receive recommended inputs of commercial fertilizer and pesticides (primarily 
herbicide). The oat/alfalfa plot In Alt I receives a moderate application of feedlot 
manure each fall or tn early spring. Cultural practices for 1997 are listed In Table 1. 
Results 
This was the fourth year of the study and one complete cycle of the rotations 
has been recorded in all the systems. Subsequent years will provide a better measure 
of rotation effects. 
The lack of rainfall in May and June resulted in poor emergence of the 
soybeans in the Conv and Alt I systems, and yields were lower than the previous year 
(Table 2). Highest soybean yield occurred In the Alt II system. Corn yields were also 
lower than in 1996, while spring wheat yields were slightly higher. Alfalfa yield in 
the Alt I system was higher than the previous year. 
The highest soil test level of N occurred in clover (green manure) in the Alt II 
system. In general, soil test levels of N followed the same pattern as that recorded 
in 1995 and 1996. The highest percentage of organic matter was measured in the 
Alt I system (Table 2), which was similar to 1996 results. No serious pest problems 
were encountered In 1997. 
Nole: This study is supported in part by the Floyd Linhart Research Fund established 
through the SDSU Foundation. 
Table 1 . Ou1'�ural ftactices in 1997 Rotation Studies 
Tillage 
System/Crop Fertilizer Herbicide Pre-plant Post-Plant 
Conv 
Corn 
Soybean 
Spring Wheat 
Hay\a 
Alt - I 
Oat/alfarta 
Alfalfa 
Soybean 
Corn 
Alt II 
Oats/clover 
Clover 
Soybeans 
Spring wheat 
60 lb N + 
20 lb P 
20 lb P 
100 lb N + 
20 lb P 
20 lb P 
Lasso 2 qt + Bladex 2 qt 
Lasso 2 qt + Amiben 3 qt 
Bronate 1 .  5 pt 
5 T/A Manure (Fall)b 
2 TIA Manure (Spring,C 
�· Reseeded with Oats/Alfalfa in Spring, 1996. 
Field cult & harrow 
Field cult & harrow 
Field cult & harrow 
Field cult & harrow 
Field cult & harrow 
Field cult & harrow 
Field cult & harrow 
Field cult & harrow 
Field cult & harrow 
Field cult & harrow 
Cult 2x, fall moldboard plow 
Cult 2x. fall chisel plow 
Fall moldboard plow 
Fall chisel plow 
Rotary hoe 1 x, cult 2x. fall chisel plow 
Rotary hoe 1 x. cuft 2x. fall chisel plow 
Chisel plow, (late summer) 
Rotary hoe 1 x, curt 2x 
Rotary hoe 1 x, fall chisel plow 
Seeding rates Ub/A): Oats 100, Alfalfa 9.5, Sp. Wheat 70, Sweet Clover 4.5. Red Clover 4.5. 
Corn seeded at 21 ,000/A, Soybean at 180,000/A. 
\b 2.57 - 0.82 • 2. 75 {% N-P-K). 
\c 1 .  70 - 0.49 - 1 .28 (% N-P-K). 
I 
Cf', 
0 , 
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Table 2 .  Crop yields and soil test results in rotation studies 
Soil Test Results (fatlt 1997) 
N p K % 
0-24" 0-6" 0-6" 
System/Crop Yield ----·-·lbs/A·-------- O.M. 
Conv 
Corn 97.8 Bu/A 38.8 12 320 3.3 
Soybean 25.0 Bu/A 24.4 12 328 3.4 
Spring Wheat 38.4 Bu/A 68.8 10 318  3.6 
Hay: 0.93 + 1 .  17 +0.92 =3.02 T/A• 19.2 8 326 3.5 
Alt t 
Oats/Alfalfa: 34.7 Bu/A 21.6 4 324 3.8 
Alfalfa: 1 . 12 + 1.44+ 1 .  12 =3.68 T/Ab 40.4 12 352 4.0 
Soybean 23.0 Bu/A 24.2 12 326 3.7 
Corn 81.7 Bu/A 18.0 18  356 4.0 
Alt II 
Oats/Clover 45.3 Bu/A 22.4 6 332 3.2 
Clover: 1 . 17 T/A\t. 108.8 8 400 3.5 
Soybeans 4 1 .6 Bu/A 34.8 14  388 3.2 
Spring Wheat 40.2 Bu/A 33.2 1 6  402 3.1 
'- Analysis/cut (% N·P·K) = 2.23 - O. 15 - 1.56; 3.13 -0.24 • 1.65; 3.46 • 0.22 • 1 .92. 
\b Analysis/cut (% N-P-K) = 2. 72 - 0. 18  • 1.86; 3.25 - 0.30 • 2. 19; 3 .  74 - 0.29 • 2.46. 
"' Green manure (not removed) analysis (% N·P-K} = 2.07 • 0 .  13 - 1.44. 
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1997 OAT FOLIAR FUNGICIDE TRIAL 
M. Draper, 0. Reeves, M. Thompson and L. Hall 
Introduction: 
Oats are subject to attack from a variety of foliar diseases. Some of these 
diseases can be controlled or reduced through application of foliar fungicides. The 
purpose of the following study was to determine the effects of various foliar fungicide 
treatments on disease ratings, yield, and test weight of oats. 
Materials and Methods: 
Trials were conducted at the Northeast Research Farm CNE Farm), the 
Brookings Agronomy Farm and the Southeast Research Farm (SE Farm) during 1997. 
The variety Don was used ln this study. Two fungicides (four treatments plus an 
untreated check) as outlined in Table 1 were used in this study. The foliar fungicide 
treatments and number of plots were the same at all three locations. Treatments 
were replicated four times. Plots were rated on a 0-5 scale for overall foliar disease. 
Yields and test weights were measured at harvest. 
Tilt is not currently labeled on oats and was applied as an experimental 
compound. The mancozeb product used was Oithane OF end was applied with a 
spreader sticker. 
Results and Discussion: 
In 1997 there was little crown rust present in eastern South Dakota. This is a 
disease that typically responds well to fungicide applications. As a result, responses 
were not as pronounced as they may be In some years. 
At the NE Farm, only the mancozeb treatments with applications at boot and 
boot + 10 days (mancozeb II and Ill) produced a rating with reduced disease. This 
reduction in leaf diseases did not translate to a significantly higher yield or test 
weight. However, at the SE Farm in Beresford, disease ratings were also reduced with 
mancozeb II and Ill treatments. Additionally, yields were increased and in the case of 
the mancozeb Ill treatment test weight was also increased. At the Brookings location, 
au of the treatments resulted in reduced dlsease ratings, but the yield response was 
erratic and non-significant. 
While there was a great deat of variability in response to the treatments, there 
is promise that fungicide products may help make oats a more profitable crop. More 
study needs to be implemented into optimizing the effects of reduced numbers of 
applications of fungicide. 
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Table 1 .  Application rates and timing of fungicide treatments. 
Produc;t fc;ommon name) 
Tilt fpropaconazolt!) 
M1ncozeb f 
Mancozeb II 
Mancozeb Ill 
Planting Paiu. Brookings: 
NE Farm: 
SE Farm: 
Spray Dates; Early: 
Reg: 
Boot: 
Boot+10: 
BltiDgli 
.811.tA 
4 fl oz/A 
1 lb/A 
2 lb/A 
1 lb/A then 2 
4/24/97 
4/28/97 
4/26/97 
NE Farm: 
Brookings: 
SE Farm: 
NE Farm: 
Brookings: 
SE Farm: 
NE Farm: 
Brookings: 
SE Ferm: 
NE Farm: 
Brookinge: 
SE Farm: 
NE Farm: 
Brooking,: 
SE Farm: 
Tiroiog 
flag 
eerly 
boot, boot + 1 O days 
early, boot, boot + 1 O day• 
6/02/97 
5/29/97 
5/30/97 
6/09197 
6/09/97 
6/09/97 
6117/97 
6/16/97 
6/16/97 
6/27/97 
6/26/97 
6/26/97 
7/22/97 
7/21/97 
7/21/97 
Table 2. leaf ditee .. rating. yleld and teat weight as a rapon1e to varfou1 
fungicide treatments. 
NE Farm SE Farm Brookings 
Treatment Rating• Yield TW Rat.nee Yield 
(bu/A) (lb/bu) (bu/A 
Untreated 2.9 90.3 36.6 4.6 110.4 
Tilt 2.4 93.9 34.9 4.3 113.0 
Mancozeb I 2.3 93.3 34.8 4.4 109.8 
Mancozeb II 1.0• 98.2 35.8 3.4• 1 1 1.2• 
Mancozeb 111 1.4• 99.1 35.S 3.1• 118.6• 
LSD,• 0.8 10.0 1.0 0.7 8.5 
• shows significant difference from the untreated check at .05 
• vieuet foliar disease rating (().5 scale) 
TW Rating• Yield TW 
lib/bu) (bu/Al (lb/bu) 
34.8 4.3 103.7 n/a 
36.8 3.4• 104.0 n/1 
35.4 3.e• 99.4 n/a 
36.8 2.9• 108.2 n/9 
36.6• 2.s• 105.1 n/9 
1.3 0.6 7.9 n/a 
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1997 SPRING WHEAT SCAB FOLIAR FUNGICIDE TRIALS 
M. Draper, B. Farber, M. Thompson and J. Rudd 
Introduction: 
Fusarium head blight (scab) can be a serious and damaging disease on wheat. 
There is a great deal of interest in developing control strategies for this disease to 
minimize its impact. Use of foliar fungicides may be one option. The following trial 
represents a continuation of studies designed to evaluate the potential of foliar 
fungicides in reducing damage from wheat scab. 
Materlals and Methods: 
Plots of Sharp and 2375 were planted at the NE Farm, the SE Farm and 
Aurora. Seven fungicide treatments (plus an untreated check) were used as outlined 
in Table 1. Each treatment was replicated four times in each variety. Plots at the NE 
Farm and Day Co. were rated for incidence and severity of head scab and also for 
overall foliar disease. Yields and test weights for all locations were measured at 
harvest. The mancozeb product used was Dithane OF. The benomyl product used was 
Benlate. The mancozeb, Govern, and benomyl applications were made with a 
spreader sticker. 
Results and Discussion: 
Moderately low scab severity was observed in 1997. The relatively low severity 
of scab is reflected in the minor differences among the treatments in this trial. 
At the NE Farm, no treatments significantly reduced scab despite numeric 
reduction in the disease by several treatments. The only currently labeled treatment, 
benomyl + mancozeb, reduced scab numerically in both varieties, but not 
significantly. All of the heading treatments significantly reduced leaf disease on both 
Sharp and 2375. However that effect was translated to increased yield only with 
2375, which did not express an increased test weight. Conversely, Sharp showed an 
increase in test weight, without increasing yield. 
At the Day County site, there were no stgnificant differences observed among 
the treatments for scab due to the high variability within treatments. However, both 
rates of Quadris and three applications of Bravo (Bravo I)  reduced leaf disease 
significantly on 2375. The Quadris treatments resulted in a significant increase in 
yield of 2375, but did not increase test weight. However, Govern, which did not 
show a significant reduction in leaf disease, did produce an increase in yield on both 
cultivars, while the benomyl + mancozeb treatment showed improved test weight on 
2375. 
No scab was noted at the Aurora slte, partly due to the dry weather through 
the season in that part of the state. The crop maturity progressed rapidly due to the 
warm dry weather. The differences in yield from Govern and both rates of Quadris at 
the Aurora site may be due to reduction in leaf disease. At the time of rating, leaf 
area was already too far deteriorated from rapid maturity under the drought conditions 
for a reliable rating. The difference in yield expressed from the high rate of Quadris 
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afso was reftected with increased test weight. These differences were only achieved 
on the cultivar Sharp, while 2375 showed no differences among treatments. 
The effects of these treatments on scab were minimized by the low disease 
severity in 1 997. Yet, several products showed promise for reducing scab and also 
in reducing leaf disease with a heading application. For example, a single application 
of Bravo may be very effective in reducing disease on the flag leaf if the proper timing 
can be determined. Similarly, Govern and Quadris show promise in reducing leaf 
disease. 
Table 1 .  Application rates and timing of fungicide treatments. 
Product (common namt,) 
Quadris I (azoxy.strobin} 
Quadris fl 
Bravo I (chlorothalonil) 
Bravo ti 
Bravo m 
Mancozeb + Benomyl 
Govern {fenbuconazoltt) 
Rate 
0.125 lb ai/A 
0.150 lb ai/A 
1, 1.5, 1.5 pt/A 
1.5, 1.5 pt/A 
1.5 pt/A 
2 + .5 lb/A 
1 .4 fl oz/A 
• Feekes 8 = early flag, 1 0  .. boot, 10.5 • enthesis 
e1amiog D11.:s; NE Farm: 
Aurora: 
Day Co.: 
Sg[ll' DatH; Feekes 8: NE Farm: 
Aurore: 
Dey Co.: 
boot/Feekes 10: NE Ferm: 
Aurora: 
Day Co.: 
anthesitfFeekes 10.5: NE Ferm: 
Aurora: 
Oay Co.: 
anthesis+ 7: NE Fenn: 
Aurora: 
Day Co.: 
Pi:souo Beliogs; NE Farm: 
Aurora: 
Oav Co: 
5/14/97 
4/28/97 
5116/97 
6/1 7/97 
6/10/97 
6/22/97 
6/24197 
6/16/97 
6/30/97 
7/05/97 
6/24/97 
7/10/97 
711 1 197 
7/01 /97 
7/17/97 
7/23/97 
7/21/97 
7123/97 
Timing 
boot 
boot 
Feekes 8, 10, 10.5 • 
Feekes 8, 10• 
Feekes 10.5 • 
anthesis 
anthesis, anthe,is + 7 days 
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Table 2. Incidence end severity of scab. leaf disease rating, yield and test weight as a 
response to various fungicide treatments. 
NE Farm #/50. Ave. % Disease 
Scabe• Rating••• 
Treatment Sharp 2375 Sharp 2375 Sharp 2375 
Untreated 3.0 2.8 6.0 5.5 2.0 2.6 
Quadris I 3.3 2.0 6.5 4.0 0.9• o.a• 
Quadris n 3.0 1 .3 6.0 2.5 o.e• 1.3• 
Bravo I 3.0 1 .8 6.0 3.5 o.s• o.8• 
Bravo n 2.3 2.5 4.5 5.0 1.3• 1 . P  
Bravo Ill 2.0 2.3 4.0 4.5 1.3• 0.9• 
Mancozeb + Benomyl 2.8 2.3 5.5 4.6 0.9• 1 .4• 
Govern 1.5 2.3 3.0 4.6 1.0• ,.s• 
LSD I.OII 2.1 1 .9 4.1 3.'8- 0.6 0.7 
Day Co. 11150. Ave. % Disease 
Sea be• Ratiog• .. 
Treatment Sharp 2375 Sharp 2375 Sharp 2375 
Untreated 3.5 1 .5 1.0 3.0 0.9 , .8 
Quadris I 4.3 1 .5 8.5 3.0 0.6 , .3• 
Quadris U 4.3 2.8 8.5 5.5 0.8 ,.o• 
Bravo I 3.3 3.0 6.5 6.0 0.6 1 . P  
Bravo 11 2.3 2.5 4.5 5.0 1.0 1.5 
Bravo 111 4.9 3.0 9.5 6.0 0.8 1 .4 
Mancozeb + Benomyl 4.0 2.5 8.0 6.0 1.0 1.8 
Go.vem 2.5 1 .5 5.0 3.0 0.8 1 .6 
LSD r.oti J.1 2.., 5.2. 4,B O.& 0,4 
Aurora Yield (bu/A) Test Weight (lb/bu) 
Treatment Sharp 2375 Sharp 2375 
Untreated 38.2 42.7 49.9 63.4 
Quadris I 41.s• 45.7 63.0 52.6 
Quadris II 41 .3• 45.7 47_4• 51.1  
Bravo I 38.7 45.0 40.2 49.4 
Bravo II 39.1 45.2 62.3 52.7 
Bravo m 38.9 43.3 50.5 54.3 
Maneoteb + Benomyl 39.5 44.5 52.4 53.7 
Govern 40.6• 44.6 5 1 .4 52.2 
LSD C OII 2.3 3.2 3.8 5.6 
• shows significant difference from the untreated check at .05 
#/50 -= number of scabby heads/50 
• • % Seab = average visual percent scab/50 heads 
• • • visual foliar disease rating {0-5 scale) 
Yield Test Weight 
(bu/A) (lb/bu) 
Sharp 2375 Sharp 2375 
30.6 29.7 61.2 65.3 
31.7 34.2· s1.5• 56.4 
32.4 33.7• 57.3• 56.3 
29.8 32.1• 57.6• 55.9 
30.4 32.4• s1.a• 66.3 
29.3 30.1 s1.s• 55.3 
31.8 33.0· 67.7• 56.3 
31.8 31.5 67.3• 66.S-
2.7 2.2 1.0 1.1  
Yield Test Weight 
lbulAl fll2&!! 
Sharp 2375 Sharp 2375 
43.5 33.6 51.6 56.5 
45.6 36.7• 54.8• 57.9 
46.2 36.1 • 53.3· 57.2 
43.6 34.8 63.6 57.8 
42.5 34.4 54.0 58.2 
44.9 35.1 53.4 58.2 
45.9 33.6 51.8 se.3• 
47.1 • 35.8 65.4• 57.4 
,3.4 :z.,1, 3.% 1 .& 
• 
,. 
.. 
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1997 SPRING WHEAT FOLIAR FUNGICIDE TRIAL 
M.  Draper, B. Farber, M. Thompson and J. Rudd 
Introduction: 
Wheat is subject to attack from a variety of foliar diseases. Some of these diseases can 
be controlled or reduced through application of foliar fungicides. The purpose of the following 
study was to determine the effects of various foliar fungicide treatments on disease ratings. 
yield, and test weight of wheat. 
Materials and Methods: 
Trials were conducted at the Northeast Research Farm (NE Farm), the Aurora Farm and 
in Day Co. during 1997. Two varieties, Sharp and 2375, were used in this study. Four 
fungicides (six treatments plus an untreated check) as outlined in Table 1 were used in this 
study. The foliar fungicide treatments and number of plots were the same at all three locations. 
Treatments were replicated four times. Plots were rated on a 0-5 scale for overall foliar 
disease. Yields and test weights were measured at harvest. 
The mancozeb product used was Oithane OF and was applied with a spreader-sticker, 
as was Govern fungicide. 
Results and Djscussjon; Development of foliar wheat diseases in 1997 occurred in isolated areas 
around the state. Early season disease appeared on the seedling spring wheat crop, but did not 
progress over most of the state. Similar results were observed in the three locations for this 
study. 
No significant reductions in leaf disease were observed at the Aurora site. As a result, 
no reliable differences were observed in yield or test weight. Similar results occurred at the Day 
county site. The Mancozeb 11 treatment (boot and boot + 10 days) on 2375 resulted in a 
significant decrease in disease and improvement in test weight. without improving yield. 
Conversely, a small numeric decrease in disease on both Sharp and 2375 resulted in improved 
yield. Test weight was unaffected with Sharp, but increased with 2375. Folicur produced a 
similar improvement in test weight while not affecting yield from a small numeric reduction in 
disease rating. 
At the NE Farm, good responses were observed to foliar fungicide applications. Folicur, 
Govern, Mancozeb ti, and Mancozeb m treatments resulted in reduced disease ratings and 
increased yield on both Sharp and 2375. 2375 also reflected increased test weight from the 
FoJicur, Govern and Mancozeb II treatments. Sharp also exhibited reduced disease with Tilt and 
a seedling application of mancozeb (Mancozeb I); however, these treatments did not improve 
yield or test weight. 
Protecting the flag leaf showed a significant yield response of 3-4 bushels/acre at the 
NE Farm site. This level of improvement reflects about a 10% increase in yield at that site in 
the 1997 environment. 
Table 1. Application retee end timing of fungicide treatments. 
Prggyct (AAau:nczo aa� 
Tilt (propaconazoleJ 
Mancozeb I 
Mancozeb II 
Mancozeb Ill 
Folicur (tebuconazole) 
Govern (fenbuconazole) 
&ul 
4 fl oz/A 
1 lb/A 
2 lb/A 
1 ,  2, 2 lb/A 
4 fl oz/A 
1 .4 ft oz/A 
flag 
early 
liming 
boot, boot + 1 O days 
early, boot, boot + 10 days 
boot 
boot, boot + 10  days 
Elaoliog Q11�s; 
Sgc1l£ ll11as; 
B11iog:s; 
early: 
flag: 
boot+ 10: 
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Aurora: 4/28/97 
NE Farm: 5/1 4/97 
Oav Co.: 5/1 6/97 
Aurora: 5/29/97 
NE Fann: 6/10/97 
Day Co.: 6/10/97 
Aurora: 6/10/97 
NE Ferm: 6/17/97 
Oay Co.: 6/22/97 
Aurora: 6/26/97 
NE Farm: 7 /1 3/97 (boot + 9J 
Day Co.: 7/10/97 
Aurora: 7/21/97 
NE Farm: 7122191 
Oay Co: 7122197 
Table 2. Leef disease rating, yield, end teat weight as a reaponse to varloua 
fungicide treatments. 
NE Farm Rating • Yield Test Weight (lb/bu) 
Treatment Sharp 2375 Sharp 2375 Sharp 2375 
Untreated 1 .9 2.4 29.1 28.5 68.6 66.6 
Tilt 1 .0• 2.1 31.4 29.7 68.2 56.7 
Mancozeb I 1.3• 2.1 32.2 26.8 58.4 56.4 
Mancozeb ti 0.9• o.e• 32.4• 33.s• 58.5 sa.1 • 
Mancozeb m 0.9• o.s• 32.7• 33.o• 58.6 67.3 
Folicur o.s• o.s• 33,4• 33_3• 58.2 se.1• 
Govern 1 .0• o.s• 32.5• 33.o• 69.0 6e.1 • 
LSD ._.,.1 0.5 0.6 3.3 3.1 0.8 1.5 
Aurora Rating • Yield Test Weight (lblbuJ 
Treatment Sharp 2375 Sharp 2375 Sharp 2375 
Untreated 3.8 4.0 40.9 45.5 65.6 56.6 
Tilt 3.5 4.0 41.9 46.0 66.6 57.4 
Mancozeb I 3.8 4.3 40.7 44.9 64.8 56.8 
Mancozeb II 3.8 3.8 42.4• 46.8 55.8 57.8 
Mancozeb lU 3.3 3.6 41.6 46.7 55.6 57.7 
Folicur 3.9 4.0 41.4 45.1 64.8 58.2 
Govern 3., 3.9 42.1 45.1 ss.o 57.0 
LSD 4.o!i1 0.7 0.6 1.6 2.7 1.8 1 .9 
Dav Co. Rating • Vietd Test Weight (lb/bu) 
Treatment Sharp 2375 Sharp 2375 Sharp 2375 
Untreated 1.0 1 .0 35.7 36.8 64.0 54.7 
Tilt 1 .3 0.9 36.6 37.6 63.3 54.0 
Mancozeb l 1.0 1.0 38.4 34.8 53.5 55.6 
Mancozeb II 1.0 0.6• 39.6 39.1 62.6 67.3• 
Mancozeb Ill 0.9 0.9 37.9 40.2 64.5 66.6 
Folicur 1.0 0.8 39.3 39.4 62.2 51.2• 
Govem 0.9 0.9 41.6• 40.4• 54.8 s1.e• 
LSD u11 0.6 0.3 4.9 3.5 2.5 2.4 
• shows significant difference from the untreated check at .OS 
• visual foliar disease rating (()..5 scateJ 
.. 
